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CHAPTER 1

General Introduction

A large, long term research effort towards the goal of energy production by unclear

fusion, characterized by intensive international collaboration, is being undertaken.

The tokamak, a magnetic confinement device, has become the most promising

concept. An efficient way to realize controlled nuclear fusion of deuterium (D) and

tritium (T) would provide the world with a huge supply of energy, comparable with

the amount of energy in mineable uranium resources, when used in fast breeder

reactors. A net energy production by thermonuclear fusion requires that the D-

T mixture is heated to a temperature above 10M K and kept confined for a long

enough time at a high enough density.

The work in this thesis addresses the stability problems arising in tokamak

experiments. In a tokamak, very hot (1O'-1O8K) plasma is confined by strong

magnetic fields and electric currents. Very often, fast relaxations of the hot interior

of the plasma occur, which are not well understood theoretically. In the first part

of this thesis, aspects of these instabilities are described within a fluid model of

the plasma, while in the second part the kinetics of the individual particles in the

plasma are partly taken into account, in order to describe non-thermal plasmas.

A method to deal with arbitrary current distributions in the plasma had to be

developed, since the stability of the centra] plasma may sensitively depend on

details of the current distribution.

1.1 Tokamak plasmas

In a tokamak, a hot plasma with the shape of a torus is confined by means of

strong magnetic fields and an electric current through the plasma. Responsible

for magnetic confinement is the Lorentz force cv X B that acts on a particle

with charge e and velocity v in a magnetic field B. In the absence of collisions,

the particle approximately follows a helical orbit around a magnetic field line.

The gyroradius of such an orbit, also called Larmor radius, is mvx/cB, and the

gyration frequency is eB/2nm. Here, m is the particle mass and vx is the velocity

perpendicular to the field. In an inhomogeneous magnetic field, the magnetic

1.1 Tofcamafc plasmas
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gradient 1«• 11u,111 .>f Ii. As an example, in a magnetic field of '> Tesja. <>n<* l«;i%

particle gyrora<liu.s gyro frequency

10 k'eV thermal electron: 0.0G7 nun 110 GHz

10 krV thermal deuteron: 4.1 mm 38 MHz

3.5 MeY fusion o -particle: 10 nun 3S MHz

The processes that will be considered in this thesis take place on a much longer

tune-scale than the gyration periods of the particles, and have characteristic

lengths that are much larger than the gyroradii. Therefore, the guiding centre

approximation will he applied, which neglects the particle gyration radius I ml

takes the magnetic moment of the particles into account. On the oilier hand, the

considered phenomena an' supposed to he faster than I he typical times between

individual particle collisions. Typical ion collision times are in tin* range 1 100

ins, whilr electron collision times are shorter by a factor (tnt / ' " , ) • On a suf-

ficiently short timescale, irreversible processes due- to collisions, such a.s electrical

resistance, particle diffusion, and heat conductance, can be neglected. A typical

internal disruptions takes place in 10 100 //s. which is within the above ordering.

Another important property of a plasma is its electrical neutrality. Any sub-

stantial separation of electrical charges causes electrical fields to which the charged

particles respond very quickly, thus keeping the plasma approximately neutral.

Charge fluctuations due to the thermal motion of the- particles, mainly of the elec-

trons, can occur over lengths up to the Debye length, {T(/4~i)r(
2)1/2. Here. nt

and Tf are the density and temperature of the electrons.

In a tokamak. currents in external coils create a strong toroidal magnetic

field. A current through the plasma is induced by a transformer with the plasma

as the secondary winding, non-inductive methods are being developed to drive

the plasma current stationarily. The plasma current heats the plasma through

ohmic dissipation, and also creates a poloidal magnetic field. Therefore, magnetic

field lines circulate toroidally as well as poloidally around the torus. Because a

tokamak is an axisymmetric device, a single field line will cover an entire surface.

In a confined plasma, the field lines form a set of nested toroidal flux surfaces.

Because each charged particle is approximately tied to a single field line,

parallel transport coefficients are much larger than perpendicular transport coef-

ficients. Therefore, the density and the pressure are approximately constant on a

Chapter 1 General Introduction
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On each Hnx surface, the quantity </ is defined a-, the number of {<»r*»i'l?d turn*

of a held line for each poloidal turn. The radial function </frji depends 03a the

current profile. Generally il is an increasing function of J!I<- niiiior rariui> in a

large part of the plasma. Flux surfaces on which </(r) is. a rational lannihrr ls;sv«*

closed field lines. These rational surfaces are important in relation to uitsiaWr

modes with the ratio of I heir poloidal and toroidal mode numbers equal to*/. Th<*

magiu'tic shear (r/t^dq/dr at the rational surface is very important for stability.

Vanishing shear means that field lines on neighbouring flux surfaces are parallel.

In such a case instabilities may occur, during which the plasma behav<-« essentially

as a fluid with the field lines following the flow. Such instabilities, in which field

lines remain unbroken, rely on collisionless processes only and can therefore be

very fast.

The internal disruption or sawtooth instability, which very frequently occurs

in tokamak experiments, has poloidal and toroidal mode numbers 111 = » = 1 and is

therefore resonant on the q = 1 surface. This mode causes a very fast redistribution

of the hot central plasma, so that the initially peaked density and temperature

profiles become flat within the q = 1 surface. When the heating of the plasma

continues, the collapse repeats whenever some threshold is exceeded. The nature

of this threshold is not agreed upon. The work in this thesis adresses only linear

stability problems, and cannot describe the nonlinear triggering mechanism of the

sawtooth collapse. However, the linear analysis shows that the nt = 1 growth rate

is very sensitive to details of the g-profile.

1.2 Outline of the thesis

This thesis is divided into two parts. The contents of Part II (Chapters 7-10) may

be regarded as a generalization of the work in Part I (Chapters 2 6). Both Part I

and Part II have an introduction that contains an outline of the subdivision into

Chapters. References and Appendices immediately follow Parts I and II.

In Part I of this thesis, the internal m = 1 kink instability in tokamak plasmas

is considered within the confines of ideal magnet ohydrodynamics (ideal MHD). In

1.2 Outline of the thesis
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The;;/ - n -- \ mode is resonant at th<-<y _ 1 surface. aia<! !ii«*r<*f<>rr. vtf^nhury.i

with a broad r<-^ion when1 <y ~ 1 arc expected lo i><- pai'tiritlarDy un>t;»3»l«'. TIr*

major cont ribut ion of Part 1 is the conipniation of ihc /;/ --. I iu.staliility for sii«*s«-

(/-profiles. This is achieved by dividing the plasma into rrgion* iviicn* dilf«'i«-Jat

or<l<':'ings of q - 1 ran be applied. The resulting implicit equation for the growth

rare is solved by simple numerical means for several example equilibria. The

growth rate is found to depend sensitively on c/ in those parts of the pla.su:a where

</ is very close to unity. In cases with small shear, the growth rale can lie much

higher than in cases with finite magnetic shear. The stability boundaries, however,

are determined by the current and pressure profiles in the entire centra! plasma.

In Part II of this thesis, the internal in = 1 kink instability is considered in a

stationarily rotating tokamak plasma, in which the particle velocity distributions

is allowed to be non-thermal. In a tokamak plasma that is intensely heated by

neutral beams or radiofrequent waves, these features, which cannot be described

with ideal MHD, may become important, especially in the cases with high m = 1

growth rates found in Part I. The energy principle of a generalized fluid theory

is applied in these cases, without specifying the equation of state of the plasma.

Therefore, the resulting energy functional for the m — 1 mode is incomplete and

not directly applicable. However, the result makes clear that a kinetic description

of the plasma is required only to a first approximation, and can therefore be

applied analytically. The guiding centre approximation is applied, which neglects

finite gyroradius effects and collisions.

The dispersion relation that is obtained from kinetic theory is very general.

Application to a set of very simple plasma equilibria, shows that compared to the

ideal MHD case, growth rates are strongly reduced due to Landau damping while

the stability boundaries arc not changed.

Chapter 1 General Introduction



PART I

The ideal m = l kink mode in toroidal plasmas

Abstract

The energy principle is used to study the ideal MHD stability of the m = 1 internal

kink mode in a toroidal plasma. The equilibrium configuration is allowed to have

a broad region with q close to unity. The minimization of the energy functional

yields an implicit equation for the growth rate that can be solved by simple nu-

merical means. The examples that are presented retain the essential features of

experimentally expected (/-profiles. The growth rate is found to depend very sensi-

tively on q when q is very close to unity. The highest growth rates are of the order

S/TA, where r4 is the poloidal Alfven time.

Abstract



Introduction to Part I and summary

One of the fundamental instabilities of tokamak plasmas is the internal disrup-

tion or sawtooth instability. The internal disruption or sawtooth instability occurs

in small as well as in large tokamaks under a variety of circumstances with and

without additional heating. In the large tokamaks (JET and TFTR) the sawtooth

behaviour is very diverse [1 3]. Sawtooth collapses with and without precursor

oscillations are observed and the period time and amplitude can vary consider-

ably. Though a theoretical description which encompasses all sawtooth phenomena

seems far away, some features that all sawteeth have in common may be isolated

and treated exhaustively. All sawtooth collapses are characterized by an internal

perturbation with dominant poloidal and toroidal mode numbers in = 1 and n = 1.

It is essential for this mode structure that the corresponding magnetic topology, a

q = 1 region, is present in the plasma. Another property of all sawtooth disrup-

tions is that the collapse time is very short, especially in large tokamaks (100 /vs in

JET) [1]. Because of the short time scale involved, it is expected that the dynamics

of the rapid phase of the sawtooth crash can be described by ideal MHD, and the

mode topology indicates that the dominant ingredient of the phenomenon is the

in — 1. n = 1 internal kink mode. Ideal stability considerations severely restrict

the set of (unstable) quasi-equilibrium states from which the ideal MHD mode may

have started. However, ideal MHD theory cannot predict how such a very MHD-

unstable state is produced so suddenly. Nor can it describe the rise phase of the

sawtooth, and the reconnection phenomena during and after the crash.

In the first part of this thesis, a general treatment will be given of the internal

7/7 = 1 mode in ideal MHD. Important progress has been made in this field. It has

been shown [4-7] that the growth rate of the m = 1 mode in a toroidal plasma is

essentially different from the cylindrical case [8]. A geometrical argument illustrates

this. The internal m — 1, n = 1 kink mode in a torus consists of a rigid shift and

a tilting of the central plasma column without the deformation that is unavoidable

for a helical disturbance in a cylinder. Bussac et al. have considered r/-profiles with

Introduction to Part I and summarv



finite shear and haw shown tliar the m = 1 ideal kink mode is unstable above a

threshold of the pressure gradient. Wesson [9] has pointed out that sawteeth occur

in JFT when thr pressure gradient is well below this threshold, and that a much

lower threshold exists when the (/-profile is very fiat and close to unity in the centre,

because the absence of shear allows for free interchange of finx tubes without any

compression or bending of the held lines. In that case a faster growing instability

is found. This quasi-interehange mode lias a smooth radial dependence instead of a

discontinuity at the singular layer. The mode leads to a typical rearrangement of hot

and cold plasma that could agree with the observations with X-rays tomography in

JET [10]. The growth rate of the quasi-interchange mode depends very sensitively

on the (/-profile dose to unity. A very small change in q might turn an ideally

stable equilibrium very unstable. It has been pointed out by Wesson et al. [11]

and Hastie et al. [12], however, that such a process does not explain the triggering

of the sawtooth crash since even this small change in q takes too long in resistive

evolution.

Analytic work on the ideal in = 1 mode in a toroidal geometry [12-14] confirms

that the growth rate increases when the shear at the q — 1 surface is decreased.

However, these analytic studies are based upon the approximation of a singular

inertia! layer [15] where the kinetic energy of the mode is localized. This approxi-

mation cannot be justified for increasingly flat (/-profiles. A model which allows for

a broad q = 1 region is required to describe the smooth radial dependence of the

quasi-interchange motion [16,17].

In this thesis, a description of the ideal m — 1 mode in a tokamak will be given

which does not require the assumption of a thin inertial layer. Arbitrary (/-profiles

can be treated by dividing the plasma volume into regions where either q — 1 ~ 1 or

\q — 1| <C 1. In the first regions the motion of the plasma is approximately spatially

constant, while in the latter regions a smooth radial profile of the plasma motion

will result. These regions are separated by layers where both approximations fail.

A proper asymptotic treatment ensures the continuity of the displacement vector

across these layers.

In Chapter 2, we consider a low-/;?, toroidally symmetric equilibrium. The

equilibrium quantities are expanded in the small inverse aspect ratio, and suitable

flux coordinates are defined [4,5]. The derivation of the metric tensor components

for these coordinates is given in Appendix A to make the paper more self-contained.

Introduction to Part / and summary



Consistent ordering is possible for all (/-profiles and arbitrary growth rates.

The energy principle is applied to the stability problem in Chapter 3. The

energy functional is expressed in flux coordinate's and tin* energy is minimized or-

der by order. This Chapter contains all minimization steps that can be performed

analytically using the ordering of equilibrium quantities of Chapter 2. The mini-

mization with respect to the- toroidal mode component is presented separately in

Appendix B.

In Chapter 4. the minimization programme is completed to the required order

by applying different ordering schemes for </ — 1 in different parts of the plasma.

The energy functional is minimized in each region separately for arbitrary boundary

conditions.

Subsequently, the complete /;/ = 1 mode is constructed in Chapter 5, taking

the small but finite transition layers between the regions into account. An implicit

though rather simple equation for the' growth rate is obtained. Analytic expres-

sions are obtained for the spatial dependence of the displacement function, which

properly describe the quasi-interchange character of the mode in the q a; 1 region.

In Appendix C, next order contributions to the growth rate are derived from these

leading order eigenfunctions.

In Chapter 6, the dispersion relation is discussed in detail. The growth rate is

shown to depend on the (/-profile outside1 the q fa 1 region in a transparent way. By

considering the limit of a singular q = 1 layer, the difference of our expression for

the growth rate and the known result for a singular layer is shown to be proportional

to the square of the layer width.

For two classes of (/-profiles with broad q as 1 layers, the dispersion relation

is solved numerically. The values of ft , to which given values of the growth rate

correspond, are computed to leading order for the two parametrized sets of q-

profiles. The next order corrections to ji , which follow from Appendix C, are also

computed. In some situations, these corrections are not small, which indicates that

the method is not accurate in those cases.

For non-monotonic profiles with a minimum near unity, high growth rates are

found which strongly depend on qiniu — 1. In the case of a g-profile with q(0) < 1 and

a low-shear q = 1 region, the radial displacement function can be non-monotonic.

In that case the mode is localized in the </ = 1 region and avoids the central plasma.

Finally, the conclusions of the first part of this thesis are presented.

Introduction to Part 1 and summary



CHAPTER 2

Equilibrium

2.1 Flux coordinates

We will consider static MHD equilibria of a toroidal plasma with isotropic pressure.

The equilibria to be considered are axisymmetric, i.e., independent of the toroidal

angle <j>, so that the equilibrium magnetic field can be written as [4]

B = Vxj> x V<f> + F(t/?)V<i>, (2.1)

where 2?r(/' is the poloidal flux. The safety factor q is given by

( 2 - 2 )

where the integral is along a poloidal cross-section of a flux surface and R is the

distance to the axis of symmetry. It is convenient to use flux coordinates (r,6,<f)),

with V(f> _L TV, 'VO (see Ref. [4]). Here r(tp) labels the flux surfaces and the poloidal

angle 6 is chosen such that the magnetic field lines appear straight, i.e.,

^ 4' fixed. (2.3)

The definition of 8 is

dl= 1 f
- q J

with 6 = 0 at the point of minimal R and 6 = 2?r after a poloidal turn (like a proper

angle). With the definition of 9 we can write the Jacobian J = \Vr x Ftfl"1 for the

coordinates (r, 0) as

T - (\X7r\dl\-1 -OE^t
J - U v r l j i ) - p J •F dr

10 Chapter 2 Equilibrium



Iii order to let our coordinates resemble cylinder coordinates, we define the radial

coordinate as

(2.5)

where Ro is the radius of the magnetic axis. With this definition we have J =

rR/RQ. and in these coordinates the volume element is

d\r = Lgi dr dO d<}>. (2.6)

The MHD equilibrium satisfies the equation Vp = j X B. In the axisymmetric case

the current density follows from j = F X B,

j = - AVW + VFxV<j), (2.7)

where the Grad-Shafranov operator is

A* =R2V-^V. (2.8)

The equilibrium equation implies that the pressure is a flux quantity p(i>) which

satisfies the Grad-Shafranov equation,

afc f ^ - o . <2-9)
In order to express this equation in terms of the curvilinear flux coordinates we

need the components of the contravariant metric tensor,

g
rr = \Vr\2 , gre = Vr-V$, g68 = \VB\2 . (2.10)

Furthermore, g** = R~2 while gr<t> = gH = 0. The equilibrium is assumed to be

symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane, so that grr, g09, g^ are even and

gr9 is odd in 8. The equilibrium equation in flux coordinates is

2F\' rr , trF\2(dgrr , d r \

where a prime denotes the radial derivative.

2.2 Low-beta tokamak ordering 11



2.2 Low-beta tokamak ordering

We will consider approximate solutions of the Grad-Shafranov equation by expand-

ing the equilibrium quantities to powers of the small inverse aspect ratio £ = ro/Ro,

where ?-0 is the minor radius. In the case of internal m = 1 modes, the minor radius

of the q = 1 surface is the relevant quantity. To leading order in e, the coordinates

(r, 0, <j>) are cylindrical and the metric tensor is diagonal. In next order in e, terms

proportional to etm9 (m = ±1) appear due to the toroidal shape of the flux sur-

faces. We will adopt the tokamak ordering in which the ratio of the poloidal and

toroidal magnetic field is O(e), so that the safety factor is O(e°). Furthermore, we

assume that beta, the ratio of the kinetic and magnetic pressures, is very small.

The low-beta tokamak ordering is given by

BpjBtOT = O(e), (2.12)

i3 = jR = O(e2). (2.13)

In Appendix A the ordering of the metric tensor and of the equilibrium equation

have been worked out. We will restrict our considerations to flux surfaces with

circular poloidal cross-sections. Shaping effects like ellipticity and triangularity are

supposed to be negligibly small.

The metric tensor components have been calculated to sufficient order. In our

treatment we need the m — 0 Fourier harmonics of the metric tensor up to O(e2),

while the m = ±1 harmonics are needed up to O(e). The neglected contributions

are O{e4) and O(e3), respectively. The equilibrium equation (2.11) tells us that

dF/dr = 0(e2), so that we can write F(r) = Fo + O(e2), where Fo is the value of

F o n a given flux surface. The average of Eq. (2.11) over the poloidal angle yields

§ ^ ^ ) ' + O(e^. (2.14)

On a given flux surface, R depends on cos 0, so that the pressure gradient term

in the equilibrium equation (2.11) is poloidally dependent. The cos ̂ -dependent

terms in Eq. (2.11) correspond—in the metric—with a shift of the flux surfaces, the

Shafranov-shift A(r) which is O(e2). A positive value of A'(r) corresponds to an

outward shift of the central flux surfaces. In Appendix A it is derived that

= J drq2^-A(r) = J drq2^-[/3p(r) + s(r) + l ] . (2.15)

12 Chapter 2 Equilibrium



Here, the poloidal beta is defined by

•ip(r) = -2^r~4 f drr2p',
-̂ o Jo

which is independent of r for a parabolic pressure profile. The quantity s{r) is

defined as in Ref. [4],

s[r) = r-4 I rfrr3(^-l), (2.17)
Jo <7

and is related to the internal inductance /, of the plasma by

(2.18)

Here, b is the minor radius of the plasma.

2.2 Low-beta tokamak ordering 13



CHAPTER 3

The energy principle

3.1 Basic principles

The ideal MHD equations are linearized by considering the equation of motion of

an infinitesimal displacement £{x,t) from equilibrium

where the linear self-adjoint force-operator F represents the momentum transport

due to the Lagragian displacement £,

F = 8(j xB-Vp). (3.2)

The purpose of the tilde is to discriminate between the above Lagrangian pertur-

bation (6) and Eulerian perturbations (S) that we will encounter in the second part

of this thesis. Using the standard set of MHD equations the perturbed quantities

in Eq. (3.2) can be derived.

~6B = V x(£xB), (3.3)

Sj = V x8B, (3.4)

Sp = -£»Vp - fpV»£. (3.5)

The last expression follows from the adiabatic equation of state {d/di){pjp"1) = 0.
As solutions of Eq. (3.1) we will consider normal modes

Z{x,t) = Z{x)ei»\ (3.6)

with oj2 < 0 for an unstable mode.

The sum of the kinetic energy and the change in the potential energy due to

the mode,

(3.7)
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is conserved. In fact, it is zero since OIK1 starts from equilibrium. The change in

the potential energy [18,19] is

\Z) = -l
2 [d3xt.F(e) = 6W W, (3.8)

where

oTF = i fdh- \\SB\2 -j'SB* x Z + {£*'VP)(V<)\ , (3-9)
1J L J

and

= (3.10)

Some terms have been integrated by parts. Boundary terms vanish because we

consider internal modes. In our notation, A"* denotes the adjoint of the quantity X,

X|2 denotes X*X, and for vectors |X|2 = X**X.

The kinetic energy of the mode is

(3.11)

The energy principle [18] states that a normal mode £ is obtained by minimization

of E{£) with u> kept fixed. Subsequently, the equation E = 0 determines the growth

rate. This is equivalent to a normal mode solution of the equation of motion (3.1).

3.2 Motion in the toroidal direction

It can be shown that 6W does not depend on the component of £ that is parallel

to the magnetic field. Therefore, it is convenient to make the decomposition

p p 0. (3.12)

In the coordinates (r, B), the two components of £ are given by [4]

£ = I-Sp.Vr, x = d?Sp.V0. (3.13)

In terms of the covariant basis vectors for (r, 6, <j>), we have

£ = §(£e r + f e , ) + a | , ( e , + Iee), e,- = | f . (3.14)

3.2 Motion in the toroidal direction 15



e

B e c a u s e of t h < ' t o r o i d a l a x i s v m m c t r y of t h e e q u i l i b r i u m w e c a n r e s t r i c t o u r c o n s i d -

r a t i o n s t o a s i n g l e t o r o i d a l m o d e i i i u n ! > c r ;/. i.e.. £{r.t).o) — £( r. 0)< '""•'.

Since the coni|)onent (\(x) enters the cue: L'Y only via A' and Ml', the mini

mi/ation of E(£) with respect to o is achieved by solving a rather simple Euler

equation derived from A + M l ' :

= 0 . (3.151

This minimization yields a linear expression of o in £ so that the energy contribu-

tion A" + Ml' depends on £ only. In order to perform this calculation some further

information about £ i.s needed. It follows from the minimization of Ml'(£ ). which

is performed in the next Section, that the motion in the poloidal plane is almost

incompressible (see Eq. (3.28)),

and that we can choose the mode to be dominantly a single poloidal harmonic,

*(*) * Zm(r)ei{m$-n<t') . (3.17)

In the following we take m = 1. After the minimization with respect to a(a:), which

is performed in Appendix B.I, A' + 6\V becomes

(A" + W)(£p) = 2n2^r2 fdr 7-\M(r)\£\\2 , (3.1S)
J

if the second term in the more general result (B.13) is neglected. This term is

proportional to the density gradient, and is stcibilizing in the case of a monotonic

density profile. Here, we assume that p and j3r are slowly varying functions of 7-

inside the q = 1 region so that the second term in Eq. (B.13) can be neglected.

This makes our calculations independent of the density profile. If desired, the term

can be included in the theory in a crude way by calculating the integral using a

step function for £j. In that, case, the mayor result of part I of this thesis, the

dispersion relation (5.25), will be somewhat modified. To the quantity E.y2, defined

in Eq. (5.22), one then should add the stabilizing term 3.T2 f^~ <lr r2p'JpttR^.
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I n E q . ( . ' M S ) , t h e g r o w t h r a t e / ' is n o r m a l i z e d w i t h j - r ^ p r r t t o t i n - p o l o s d a i

A l f v e n t i m e ^.-^ .

Tlu' function M(r) is derived in Appendix B.I and is railed the inertial eiilimicr
factor [20].

1 (3.20)
( ) / J

where Jr is a dimensionless parameter to which tlie rompressionsil energy is pro-

portional,

^ = O[e2). (3.21)

In the derivation of Eq. (3.18) the ordering F ~ e was used. We mention two limit

cases. Firstly, if F2 -C /?c then V'£ <C 1, i.e., the plasma is almost incompressible.

For n = 1 this means that

A/(r) = 2 + ( - - l ) ~ 2 « 3 . (3.22)

Secondly, if F2 ^> f3c, then the compressional energy is negligible and we have

A/(7") = 1. In the first case F2 is estimated too low, in the second case F2 is

too high. We conclude that the maximal uncertainty in the growth rate due to

uncertainty in the energy equation is a factor y3-

By means of Eq. (3.18) the total energy is expressed in £ . Since the integral

in Eq. (3.18) is O(e°), the energy A' + 6W is O{e4). We will see in Sections 3.3

and 3.4 that SW(£p) can be minimized to O(e4) too, without affecting the ordering

of A" -f 8W. Therefore the ordering F = O{e) is consistent. For the marginally

stable case (u; = 0) it is obvious that K + 6W = 0. In that case, stability boundaries
can be found by the minimization of 6W(£ ) alone.

3.3 Ordering of 6W

In this Section we expand 6W(£ ) in the small inverse aspect ratio e and minimize

6W order by order. To this end we express SW in the flux coordinates (r, 8) and
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in the components \ and £ o f f . We take a single toroidal mode number U. 1 ];*-

corresponding derivation of b\V is given in Appendix B.2. From now on we v/ill

divide all expressions for b\Y by the constant factor 2~2 F^j / Ro. which has th«-

diniensions [i:TicTgy][l(:ngtk]~2. With this normalization oH'(£ ) becomes

where angle brackets denote the average over the poloidal angle,

We recall the ordering introduced in Section 3.2 to identify the dominant terms in

Eq. (3.23). For a general displacement £ the leading order term is O(e°) and is

proportional to the square of the perturbed toroidal magnetic field,

0 = Jdrr(\E\2), (3.24)

where

E=r[fo(r® + W] = ~ i V (3-25)

is proportional to the perturbation of the toroidal magnetic field. This leading

term is the energy that is necessary to compress magnetic field lines. There are

no O(e) contributions to SW so that the remaining part of the potential energy

is O(e2). Therefore we write 6W = 6W0 + 6W2. The minimization of ^

with respect to both components of £ yields two independent Euler equations,

which we write as follows,

(3.26)
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1 in- above variational derivative of the integral Ml i<- defined )H >uch way thai

rTT = I (l'\ £. JLfiU7
 + surface terms. (3.27 i

In Filler's equations (3.26) the ordering is

^ T = - VE = tf( ,:2). (3.2S,

where the first e<[uality follows from definition (3.24).

We assume that £ vanishes at some boundary so that Eq. (3.28) implies that

— is C'(f"), or equivalently, Eq.(3.1G). Therefore, a displacement £ which satisfies

Euler's equations has t>Btor — O(e2), i.e., the magnetic field is almost incompress-

ible. Thus we can write the vector £ as the sum of a dominant part £((>) that does

not compress the magnetic field lines and satisfies

| r ( ^ ( ( ) ) ) + ^ = o, (3.29)

and a compressive term £^2' of order e2. The division of £ into £*0) en is

not uniquely determined by Eq. (3.29). Since an arbitrary incompressible piece of

O{z2) can be transposed from £^2' to &°\ the division can be chosen such that

the average (\<2)) of tlie poloidal component vanishes. With this choice, and with

definition (3.25), the components of £*2) are expressed in terms of the quantity £f,

- 0 (3-30)
iJLv(2) _ =•_ / - \
rddX ~ - {^>-

The potential energy (3.23) can now be written in terms of £'0 ' and E. In minimiz-

ing this energy with respect to JET, an Euler equation is obtained which by means

of Eq. (3.29) can be written as

VE = (-^6W2)(?
0)) + O(s4). (3.31)

The two vector components of this equation are not independent. Therefore, We

only need the ̂ -component, which reads

dE_ _ ^
89 ~ F 06

rr (0)
X

+%\r
(3.32)
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In the next Section we will take the 7?? = 1 harmonic of £ to be dominant, so

that Eq. (3.32) is easily solved for E to leading order. Let us assume in the

remaining of this section that Eq. (3.32) is actually solved so thai E (or equiv-

alent ly £(2)) is expressed in terms of £(0). According to Eq. (3.27), this means

that b\Y{£(2\£(0)* -f-£(2)*) is equal to the divergence of a vector field and does not

contribute to the energy integral. By subtracting this term and its conjugate from

MT(f(0) +f ( 2 ) ,£ ( 0 )* + f(2)*) we can remove the terms that are bilinear in f(0) and

£(2) and obtain

SW =

•=-\2 , /o/-6\ (333)' * ) - fdrr(E)'

The first term in the last line can be worked out by substituting £ ^ in Eq. (3.23)

and applying Eq. (3.29).

Further ordering of the energy functional SW is possible since the m / 0 har-

monics of the metric tensor are at least O{e) smaller than the m = 0 part. Therefore

we write the Fourier expansions of £,

£'0>(r. 0) = ] T £ m ( r )eime , im{r) = (t<°>e-im°). (3.34)
m

Equation (3.29) becomes

('•£,„)'+ " » \ m = 0. (3.35)

Note that, for m = 0, the regular solution of this equation is £0(r) — 0. We ex-

pand E(r.d) in poloidal harmonics too. Using Eq. (3.35) the energy (3.23) can be

expressed in poloidal harmonics as follows,

w0^ ~n){[-n) [r

x

(3.36)
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where d is the Kronecker symbol and summation over the integers k, /. and m is

assumed. From this expression the coupling coefficients between the harmonics ^

and £* are easily derived, except for the contributions of the term — r|.E|2. As

soon as E(r.O) is actually expressed in terms of £m. we will denote the coupling

between £k and £* by <5>JJ"(£A-.£*)- Thus functional of the leading order part of the

displacement £(0) alone are written without bar.

It is clear from Eq. (3.36) that the coupling term oTr(£,-..£;*) is proportional

to the in — k — I harmonic of the metric tensor. The metric tensor components are

given by Eqs. (A.14). The dominant part of the metric tensor is in = 0. In this

m = 0 part we distinguish (9(5°) and O(e2) terms. O(s4) terms will be neglected,

since they contribute to the energy in O(s). Thus the energy associated with the

coupling between equal harmonics can be written as

ffl'({m,C) = 6W(2) + <W~(4) + O(e6). (3.37)

with

" 1 = 0 .

m

The next largest terms in the metric tensor are O(e) smaller and have the poloidal

dependence eim , with m = ±1 . These terms are of toroidal origin and do not

occur in a cylindrical plasma. They provide 8W with a coupling between adjacent

harmonics £m a n d £ m ± 1 .

W(Zm,Vm±l) = 6W™, (3.39)

which is a coupling of order e3. The coupling coefficients for other harmonics are

O(c4} since we consider only equilibria with circular poloidal cross-sections (see

Appendix A).

3.4 Ordering of £m

Until now we have assumed that all poloidal harmonics are of the same order. We

will restrict further calculations to the m = 1 mode, i.e., the mode is predominantly
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£j. In toroidal geometry other harmonics are present too since they are coupled

to £,. According to Eq. (3.39) the coefficients in the coupling of £0 and £2 to £j

is O(ci) while the coupling of £0 and £2 to themselves is one order lower, 0{e2).

Therefore, the Euler equations for £0 and £o yield small but non-vanishing values

for these harmonics:

£0 .£2~<9( t-) . (3.40)

Their contribution to the energy is essentially toroidal. In a cylindrical plasma the

in = 1 mode is exactly e'6. Other harmonics are even smaller and can be neglected.

Consider \ 0 , £j, £0 as the independent quantities. Equation (3.35) determines

£0. \ ] , and \ 2 . In particular, £0 vanishes everywhere. The relevant terms in

MT(£.£*) are:

6W= i^C^

] (3.41)

where the subscripts on SW still denote the order of the coefficients, independent

of the magnitudes of \ 0 , £ p and £2. The largest term is O(e2),

This is the energy that is necessary to bend magnetic field lines without compres-

sion. All other terms in 6W are C(e4). Therefore, Euler's equation for Zi(r) reads

which implies the ordering relation

(~ -n)2S\ =O(e2). (3.43)

Thus the line-bending energy will be minimized to O(e4) too. If (n — 1/q) is finite,

Eq. (3.43) implies that £{ = O(e2). In the following we take (n — l/q) to be arbitrary
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and the full ordering relation Eq. (3.43) must be used to simplify expressions for

the energy. Thus ^HT(£i,£*) becomes O{t'x) too. We obtain

^ < x ) - ^ i - i i 2 } - (3-44)

The quantity E is calculated from the m = 1 Fourier harmonic of Eq. (3.30),

Now we will minimize the energy with respect to the m — 0 harmonic \ 0 and express

\ 0 in £j. Since \ 0 occurs algebraically in the energy functional, the contribution

is easily minimized. The minimized value of this sum can be written as

J ^ o

where

g e } % ! + r(n - -){ig e ) ^ . (3.47)

Now that £"j and x0 are expressed in £j, we can write the potential energy as

O(e6), (3.48)

where 6W((tl, ^*) is defined as the sum of the energies which are given in Eqs. (3.44)

and (3.46).

Up to this point we considered general metric tensor components. Now we will

use Eqs. (A.14) which express the metric tensor in r, 6 and the shift A(r). Some

expressions are simplified, for instance:

y T 2ir(gr8e±ie) = ±- - A'. (3.49)
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We will use the equilibrium equation to express F' and p' in the quantities q, r, and

A (Eqs. A.14). Terms with derivatives (l/q)' are integrated by parts. The steps

are elaborate but straightforward. The results are:

(3.50)

(3.51)

(3.52)

where

£> = rzl" + 3A' - -£- . (3.53)

In Chapters 4 and 5 we shall take n = 1. Note that the last term in Eq. (3.52)

vanishes if n = 1. Minimization of the energy with respect to £t and £2
 w u l be

performed in the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

Two complementary approximations

4.1 Subdivision of the plasma into regions with different orderings

In the previous Chapter, the potential energy has been partially minimized. It

still depends on the two functions £j(r) and £2(r). The total energy E = 6W + A'

consists of the terms (3.50), (3.51 + its complex conjugate), (3.52) and (3.18) and

can be written as

- [ <t-\
Jo ^o I

I2V

|

7 ^ ) l e i | ( ^ ) } + ( ) , (4.1)

where we have taken n — \ and where

f ' - { r ) = ( - - l ) 2 + M r 2 . (4.2)

The quantities Af and £> are defined in Eqs. (3.20) and (3.53), respectively. In the

energy (4.1) all terms except the first one are O{eA) so that the Euler equation for

£i is r2£\(r) — O(s2). This equation implies Eq. (3.43). Other consequences are

that r is O{E) and that the first term in the energy (4.1) is of the same order as

the other terms, i.e.. O(c4). The energy is a bilinear functional of fj, f2, and their

first derivatives. Therefore, minimization of E requires the solution of two Euler

equations that are linear and of second order. These equations are coupled, thus

forming a fourth-order system.

Our aim is to obtain analytic solutions to these equations for a wide class of

pressure and current profiles. In order to be able to do that, further approximations
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have to be made. We assume that our plasma volume can be divided into regions

where either q — 1 or £\(r) is small. In both cases Eq. (3.43) is satisfied.

Let us consider ^-profiles as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The plasma can be

divided into a region (I) where q - 1 = O{e) and two regions (II) where the ordering

q - 1 = O(s°) applies.

Figure 1. The considered g-profiles and a sketch of the radial displacement. In

regions I and II different approximations will be applied.

These orderings can be used to obtain approximate solutions of Euler's equa-

tions in the respective plasma regions. To obtain the complete eigenfunction £(r),

one has to minimize J5(£, ,£2) m each region separately, and match the solutions at

the boundaries of adjacent regions,

a. £j = constant.

In the parts (II) of the plasma where q — 1 = O(e°), Eq. (3.43) implies that

£')(/•) = O{e2) so that we can make the approximation £j = constant. Instead

of two coupled second order equations we have only the Euler equation for

£2(/) in which the constant £j(0) occurs. The contributions from these parts

of the plasma to the kinetic energy are negligible since they are proportional

t o f t I2-
In the interval (I) we will solve Euler's equations by an expansion in an additional

parameter e which denotes q — 1 = C(e?) < 1. When the shear is not unusually

high, regions I and II will be separated by layers near r ± where both orderings fail.
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We will assume that the shear is O(e°) outside the interval [r_,r+) so that the

widths of these layers are small and can be taken to be O(eq). We will expand

the £?(£•')-energy to powers in eq. Thus we obtain O^e"), C?(c4c?), and 0{eh2
f!)-

tcrms. The 0(t4 t2)-tenns will be neglected. The O{e'xeq )-terms will be retained,

i.e., we take a 3> c2, since they will be found to be the leading order terms for

1). f/« 1 in a broad region.

In a broad region where g ss 1, the contributions of inertia, field line bend-

ing, magnetic field compression, and plasma compression are all comparably

important in the energy balance. We expect to find a gradually decreasing

eigenfunction fj(r) in this region. The coupled second order equations for £j

and £2 are integrable to leading order in e .

c. .4 thin intermediate layer.

A layer of width eq where neither q — 1 = O(e°) nor q — 1 = O{eq) gives a

contribution of O{eieq) to the energy. Since £[(r) = O(e°), the change of the

eigenfunction £j(r) over the layer is O(e ), which we will take into account

when we match to the solutions in regions II.

In the following three Sections the above cases 'a', 'c', and 'b' will be treated

separately in given intervals with arbitrary boundary values of £j and £2. In the

next Chapter, these cases will be combined in a complete stability problem for the

^-profiles given in Fig. 1. Our treatment applies to monotonic g-profiles for which

the theory of Bussac ti al. [4] is valid, and also to the case of a ^-profile which is

close to unity in the entire central plasma (r_ =0) . The quasi-interchange mode

which can occur in this case has been described by Wesson [9]. Our approach can

be extended in a straightforward way to cases with more than one region where

?«1.

We will briefly discuss the class of ^-profiles that are close to unity only in

a thin layer. In our approach this class corresponds to the limit r_ —> r + , which

has received much attention, since it includes monotonic ^-profiles that have a

single q = 1-surface where the shear is finite, rdq/dr — O(e°). One can take

£j(r) = constant everywhere in the plasma except in the thin layer where q « 1 and

where Eq. (3.43) does not restrict £[. Therefore, the eigenfunction ^ ( r ) is approxi-

mately a step function. In the singular layer the term proportional to -T2|£j |2, which

consists of the energies associated with inertia, plasma compression, and bending
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of field lines, is dominant. It. is minimized by ^ ( r ) ~ F"2. While the global en-

ergy balance and the stability boundaries can be determined in the constant-^,

approximation, the growth rate is determined by the inertia in the singular layer.

In Section 6.2 we will again consider this limit, when we discuss the more general

results from Chapters 4 and 5.

Rosenbluth c.t al. [15] have treated the singular layer in a cylindrical plasma

with a nionotonic (/-profile with finite shear. Bussac c.t. al. [4] have treated this

case in toroidal geometry. Hastie c.t. al. [12] have extended this treatment, to non-

monotonic (/-profiles with a minimum near q — 1 or with a point of inflection at

</ = 1. Though the shear can be low, the region where q ss 1 is assumed to be thin.

The latter authors show that the largest growth rates occur when the inertia! layer

is broad, i.e., in the limit where the singular layer approximation becomes invalid.

4.2 The constant-£j approximation

We consider an interval [rre,7'ft] where qr — 1 is sufficiently large, O(s°). According

to Eq. (3.43) we have1 £'[(/") ~ (9(t2) everywhere on [''„,?'(,] so that, we can write

£,(r) = £r + C?(<f2). (4.3)

Since £j is approximately constant, minimization of the energy functional on [ra,r6]

involves a single linear second-order differential equation for £2(r). We remove the

constant £r from this equation by the following change of variable-:

C(r)=e2(r)+(zi' + 7r^-)ec. (4.4)
- J 1 o

The energy functional for this interval follows from substitution of (4.3) and (4.4)

inEq. (4.1),

(4.5)

Euler's equation for (,"('") is

-f['-3(- - i)Vl =3 r ( - - i ) 2 C (4.6)
dr L <7 2 J v q 2'
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which can be used to write" the energy (4.5) in the following form,

i»* , r A, , r2

w (4-7)

Here «(r) is related to the logarithmic derivative of (,'(?')>

, > _ , 2 , \ ' 2 ^ ^ M S \

' ^ ^ ( g - 1 ) r o 7 7 ' (4-8)

In Chapter 5, the quantity n(r) will be used repeatedly in the combination

A(r) = ^ r \ (4.9)

which satisfies the following first order differential equation that can be derived

from Eq. (4.G),

[\ *f +3(1 + Ar-*f] . (4.10)

Note that, where q is close to unity, A' becomes small so that A(r) is approximately

constant. In Chapter 5, we shall derive a dispersion relation in which the function

A{r) is evaluated at positions where q sa 1. In Eq. (4.7) the energy is written as a

function of the boundary values of £j(r) and £2(r)- This serves our purpose in the

next. Chapter, where we will add the energies from several regions in the plasma

and match the boundary values of £, and £2-

4.3 The thin intermediate layers

In this Section we consider the case that the ordering q — 1 ̂ > e, which in Section 4.2

was applied in the interval [ra, rb], does not hold near one of the boundaries, r = rb

say. Thus, as r approaches rb, q — 1 becomes small and £', changes from O(e2)

to O(en). Our main assumption is that the width of this interval is small so that

quantities like ^J(r) give only a small contribution SE = O{eAe ) to the energy.
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Furthermore, in the boundary values we expect to find small corrections ££, = O\eij)

and b^2 = O{£cq). Though 6^ is small, it may be larger than O(£') so that the

constant £, approximation is not valid here. We write

£,(/•) = C(r) - {A' + - ^ ) £ r + SUr) (4.11)

E = Er r + 6Er ,
'a'rb rb

where £ , C(r), and Er are given in Section 4.2. The fact that £\{r) changes

from O(c2) to C?(t°) on such a small interval implies that £" = O(\/e). In the

same way ^ = (9(t°), while ^2, ^ = O(e). Therefore, these second derivatives will

dominate Euler's equations. The dominant terms in Euler's equations originate

from the £'£*'-terms in the energy (4.1),

=O(£2), (4.12)

$ ~ 1)e;l = O{e)-
These equations determine the fast varying parts of £J and £'2. From Eq. (4.12) it

follows that £'j can be written

where the constant c = O(e2). Integration over the boundary layer yields

Oise,). (4.15)

In Eq. (4.13), the second term yields the correction

(p 1 • (4.16)

The magnitude of £'2 can be estimated by substituting expression (4.14) in (4.16).

Using the inequality (q — l)/t2 < O(e~l), which follows from definition (4.2) by

taking F ~ e, we find that 6£'2 = O(e2). Integration yields S^2(rb) = C?(e2e_), which

is O{e) smaller than we expected beforehand. Therefore, t>£,2(
rb) does not contribute
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in the required order to the energy. Due to the presence of £'|(r) in the interval

we must add some extra terms to the "constant-^v energy (4.5). These additional

terms are taken from Eq. (4.1).

*EFt = J'b | r ['•3/*K;I2 - \'-2A'(J2 - i ) ^ i f . i 2 ] + 0(c-4c-;). (4-iT)

In this energy we substitute the expression (4.14) for £{(r) to obtain

To demonstrate the above ordering we consider a (/-profile which approaches unity

near r = rh and is modeled as follows:

I _ 1 ~ Sq - q'(r - rb) for r <rb.

where bq and JT are O(e). Within the required accuracy, the integration boundaries

in Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) may be extended. We obtain

1 [f[f -

Note that a shear of order q'rb ~ O(ee~1) is sufficient to satisfy the ordering as

discussed before.

4.4 The q ss 1 approximation

This Section treats the approximate solution of Euler's equations in the case that

q — 1 = O{e ) throughout a finite interval {r_,r+). We recall that the energy func-

tional is expanded in even powers of e, C?(c4)-terms have been retained while O(£e)-

terms are neglected. On the interval (/-_,?"+) the energy (4.1) is expanded in £ ,

Er r+ =E{0)+ E{1)+ O(se.e1e2
q)-terms, (4.19)
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/ 7??

(4.20)

IS . - 1 1 .and where

(4.21,

is C^f'f ). The expansion (4.19) is useful since the lending order Euler equations

an1 total derivatives, i.e., the energy .E"'0' can he minimized exactly. These Euler

equations will minimize1 £ ( n ) + E(l) with (^(f'V^) precision. This is because small

corrections of order O(e,e ) to the leading order solutions of £, and £., will change

the minimized energy only in higher orders. First we consider Euler\s equation for
c
V

'r(^ - l)fl] } =0 (4.22)

which we integrate once, introducing a constant <?2,

(4.23)

Euler's equation for £, is

(4.24)

This equation is easily integrated, introducing a constant cx:

(4.25)
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We use Eq. (2.15) to write

f"f
Further integration of Eqs. (4.23) and (4.25) is facilitated by the notation

( 4 - 2 72 7 )

We will denote S^r, ) by 5",. In the above notation integration yields

and

(4.28)

"*Z2(r) - c2r
A - c.S.ir) - c2S2{r) = 0. (4.29)

We want to express the minimized value of E^0' in terms of the boundary values

£,(r±) and i2(r±). First, Eqs. (4.23) and (4.25) can be used to write Eq. (4.20) in

the form

ri - ri) - f r2

(4.30)

Subsequently, Eqs. (4.28) and (4.29) can be used to express c, and c2 in the

boundary values.

(4.31)

—2

S2- | i . (4.32)

We use Eq. (4.31) to remove the constant cx from the energy (Eq. (4.30)). For

convenience, we do not write out c2.

2

^ 1[4
0 [So

(4.33)
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where r2 is given in Eq. (4.32). Finally, Eq. (4.29) is used to eliminate £2(r) from the

next-order energy £ ( 1 ) , which is given in Eq. (4.21). In Appendix C the following

expression for E^' is derived.

,3 A'l

5 1 \ I p

• i ( r ) - - ^ - s i

a , 41 3 r , (4.34)
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CHAPTER 5

Dispersion relation of the m=l quasi-interchange mode

5.1 Introduction

In Section 4.1 the plasma was divided into regions where different approximations

could be made (see Fig. 1). The energy functional E(£l,^) was minimized in each

of these regions separately. The minimized energies can be considered as functions

of the values of £j(r) and £2(r) a* the boundaries of those regions.

In this Section we will describe in more detail how we divide the plasma into

several regions. In order to make the division that is shown in Fig. 1, we have to

restrict our considerations to q-profiles that have the following properties:

a. The safety factor q is considerably above unity in the outer region of the plasma

so that ix{r) is negligible there. We assume that the q = 2-surface is present

inside the plasma at r = r2. It follows from minimization of the energy (4.5) in

that region that the m = 2 harmonic £2(r) vanishes outside the q = 2-surface.

It should be mentioned that this property does not follow from Euler's equa-

tion (4.6) alone.

b. If the safety factor is sufficiently above unity in the entire plasma, the ideal

/// = 1-mode is stable. Instability may occur if q zz 1 in some parts of the

plasma. Here, we assume that there is precisely one such region [r_, r + ] , which

may be broad. This region may or may not extend inward to the magnetic

axis.

c. Outside the interval [r_,r+] the safety factor differs sufficiently from unity. At

the boundaries of the region [r_, r+] the shear is finite (dq/dr = O(e0)) so that

the contributions from the intermediate layers at r = r_ and r — r+ are small,

in agreement with the ordering given in Section 4.3.

If we apply the results of Chapter 4 to the different intervals according to the

specifications given above, we find the following eigenfunctions and contributions

to the energy in these intervals,
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[U./•_]: The eigeiifuiictions are £j(r) = £r and £.,(>•) = (,"_('') ~ (-^' + ;7'--^o'£r-

where (,"_('") is the solution of Eq. (4.6) that is regular in 7- = 0. The energy

contribution £"0 r as a function of £r and (,"_(''_) follows from Eq. (4.7).

'• I ' '_: The corrections ££,(7-_) and ^Er are given by Eqs. (4.15) and (4.IS),

respectively, and are functions of c_.

['"_• '•+]: The eigeiifunctions £,(7-) and £ 9 ( r ) are given by Eqs. (4.2S) and (4.29). re-

spectively. The minimized energy Er r is given in Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34)

as a function of £ i ( f±) and £ 2 ( r ± ) . The dependent variable r2 is given in

Eq. (4.32).

7- I 7-+: The corrections o £ j ( r + ) and 6Er are given by Eqs. (4.15) and (4.18).

respectively, and are functions of c + .

['•+.r.,]: The eigenfunctions are ^i',7-) = 0 and £ 2 ( r ) = C+(7')' where C+( r) i s the

solution of Eq. (4.6) that is regular for r | r0. The energy contribution

Er r is given by Eq. (4.7) as a function of <,"+.

The integration constants c_ and c + tha t are introduced in the two intermediate

layers cannot be determined separately in those intervals. The total energy is

F — F A- hF 4- F 4- /iF 4- F
0 r — 0,r ' r ^ r ,r ' r ' r r

The eigenfunctions in the different regions listed above must be matched at the

boundaries r = r±. The following continuity relations express the values of ^ and £2

at the boundaries of the interval [r_, r+] in terms of the values in the other regions.

(5.16)

(5.1c)

+ (b.ld)

We will find it convenient to use the above relations to express the energy term

Er r in the quantities ^c. ^ ( r ^ ) . and c± . Subsequently, the sum Er T +6Er +

t>Er contains all c^-dependencies, and both integration constants can be deter-

mined by minimization of this sum instead of the total energy. After that, the

above sum is a function of £f and £2(r±) only.
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These steps will he performed in the next Section. In Section 5.3 the energy

contributions from the intervals [0. r_] and [r+ .r . ,] will be treated. In Section 5.4

the total energy will be expressed in terms of £r and C±(''±) «llul w ' ^ ^>c minimized

with respect to C±(''±)- After that the energy is simply proportional to |£ r |~. and

the linear growth rate of the mode is determined by the equation Eo ,.^/lyjl" = ^-

In this Chapter we will omit the contribution of the O(£'icq) energy E( l ' in

the interval [r_.r+]. which is given in Eq. (4.34). The O(e ) contribution of £" l l )

to the growth rate can be derived afterwards by substituting the leading order

eigeiifunctions in Eq. (4.34). This is done in Appendix C.

5.2 Inclusion of the boundaries of the small-(q — 1) region

In this Section we will consider the energy contributions in the interval [r_.r+] .

including the intermediate layers at r = r± .

±

when- £"(()) is given in Eq. (4.33) and e £ in Eq. (4.IS). Note that the O(£q) contri-

bution £"(1) is omitted. We denote the integration constants which are introduced

in the intermediate layers by <_ and c+. From Eqs. (4.15) and (4.IS) we obtain

K](r±) = T<-±S±. (5.3)

= ^7k±\2S±. (5.4)

(5.5)

•"o

The integrals over the intermediate layers.

' - " . / /-If2"

arc both O(c "'-"„). We use the above expressions and Eqs. (5.1a.b) to write the

energy (5.2) as a function of £r. £2(''± )• a n c ^ c'±-

^2

- ^ - l k 2 l 2 +

(5.G)
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where c, is given in Eq. (4.32). Using Eqs. (o.la.b), (5.3), (4.26) and neglecting

O( f-'). we can write c2 as

r2 = ( r i - ri Jl

(5.7)

Kee]>ing £i(r^.) and ^2(r±) fixed, one can easily minimize £^0' with respect to the

constants c_ and c+. The resulting values are

r± = C | +^-^- [ ,5 ( r± ) + s ( r ± ) ] . (5.8)

where cx is given in Eq. (4.31). Note that these minimizing values make <5^(?') and

\ , (/•) continuous in r = r + and r = r_. We substitute the values (5.8) in Eqs. (5.6)

and (5.7). Neglecting C(cp-terms, one finds after some algebra that the energy of

the interval [r_.r+] and the boundary layers can be written as

where r2 is given by

(5.10)

and where we have defined new integrals Sj (?' = 0, 1, 2) which are extensions of the

integrals St (definition 4.27) over the intermediate layers. Their definitions are

Due to the extended integration interval, the quantities S, do not depend sensitively

on r_ and r+. This is to be expected for a correct asymptotic calculation. The

new terms in Eq. (5.11) should be small in order to justify the approximations in

Section 4.3.
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5.3 The two constant-^, regions

Next we consider the contributions from the regions [0, r_] and [f+i^] where q — 1

is finite. Here the treatment from Section 4.2 applies. We have to specify solutions

C(') to Eq. (4.G) in both regions. The differential equation has two regular singular

points, corresponding to the magnetic axis (;• = 0) and the q = 2-surface (r = r2),

respectively. The solution which minimizes the energy for 7- > r+ behaves like a

step function. In the interval [r+ .r2] we take the solution C+(r) which is regular

for /• t >'•>• It is unique and has the property C+(ra) = 0. Outside the q = 2-surface

we have C+(r) = 0- m the interval [0.r_] we take the unique solution C-(r) that

is regular in r = 0. Note that (,'_(0) = 0. while generally C+(7'2) / 0- The m = 1

displacement £,('') vanishes in the outer part of the plasma, r > r+, and it has the

constant value £r in the central plasma where /• < r_. The energy contributions

from both regions can be obtained from Eq. (4.7). One finds

i(r_) + A'(r_)~ - i - ^ . |£ |H +O(e6), (5.13)
RQ 2/?2J J

when*

»-i- = .*. . , C± = C±( r±)- (5.14)

For a given (7-profile, the constants a± must be obtained by integrating Eq. (4.6)
over the corresponding intervals.

5.4 The dispersion relation

The total energy consists of the contributions (5.9), (5.12), and (5.13). We elimi-

nate the quantities £2(r±) from the contribution (5.9) by means of the continuity

equations (5.1c,d). Thus, the total energy is written in terms of the three constants
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fc. C-- and C+. We write A'(r_) = [(3p(r_) + s(r_)]r_/R0 and obtain

where c2 is given by Eq. (5.10), which can be written as

~ r i + S2 - §-Y\r%C+ - r'_C_ + ̂ e) . (5.17)
Jo

Next we minimize £(^c , (_•>(+) with respect to £_ and (,*+. We obtain the following

implicit equations for £_ and C+:

« ^ i^) (

which we use to write E as a function of c2 and £c. If we eliminate C_ and C+ from

Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17) we obtain the equations

E0trt(tc) = Eu\c2\
2-E22\Zc\

2, (5.20)

and

Euc2 = -E12Sc, (5.21)

respectively. The coefficients E^ are

50
 T " -

(5.22)

where we have defined the constants

A_=A{r_), A+=A(r+). (5.23)
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These constants are given by the solutions of Eq. (4.C) which are regular in r = 0

and in r = ;•.,. respectively. Note that the constants ,4± depend only weakly on

the boundary positions r±. Equation (4.10) shows that A'(r) vanishes when q ap-

proaches unity. Equations (5.19) and (5.20) can be combined to give an expression

for the energy in which the constants c2 and £r are independent,

p{,. c \ — p \r I- i p ir c* i r*c i J_ p If 2 (r> OA)

By construction. Eq. (5.20) can be reobtained by extrcmizing (5.24) with respect

to e*. We set this expression equal to zero in order to obtain the following equation

for the growth rate.

EuET2-El2
2=0, (5.25)

Equation (5.25) is the main result of this Chapter. It is an implicit equation for

the growth rate via the integrals S,. The current and pressure profiles enter the

dispersion relation (5.25) in the following ways. The integrals S^ contain </(r), ••>(?•),

and J.,(r) in the interval [r_,r+], while ,s- and ii are integrals of q(r) and p'(r)

over the entire central plasma. Introducing the notation Ac = —2r4_»{r_) —

2 f£~ drr3(l — \/q2), the role of the central ^-profile in Sj is completely given by

(dSJdAf.) = —|i?oz5 ;_j. Furthermore, the ̂ -profile in [0, r_] enters the disper-

sion relation through the quantity A_ and via the explicit occurrence of s(r_) in

Eq. (68). The g-profile in the outer plasma plays a role in A+ only. The quanti-

ties 5"̂ . A±, and r^_s(r_) that occur in Eq. (72) do not depend sensitively on the

boundary values r±. Therefore, any choice of r_ and r+ in the respective transition

regions is sufficient for the leading order calculation of the growth rate. In numer-

ical computations, the leading order result can be compared with the growth rate

obtained to next order in e . In this next order computation, the contribution i?'1^

to the energy must be included, and more accurate values of r .̂ are required. These

calculations are outlined in Appendix C.

Schwarz's inequality implies 52 — Sjf /S o > 0. This inequality will be used in

the next Chapter to prove the general property that Eq. (5.25) has only real roots

F1. for all values of the quantities A±, r± , and s(r_).
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CHAPTER 6

Growth rates

6.1 Discussion of the dispersion relation

In this Chapter, we will illustrate the dependence of the growth rate on /3Jr)

and q{r). In this first Section we will derive some general properties of the dispersion

relation. Keeping q(r) and 0Jr) in the interval [r_, r+ ] fixed, we will show that the

growth rate depends in a transparent way on the ̂ -profile in the intervals [0, r_]

and [r+ ,r2] via the quantities A_, A+, and Ac. Using a very similar method we

will prove that the dispersion relation indeed has only real solutions F2. In the

second Section some properties of the quantities A± and Ac will be derived.

To illustrate the dependence of the growth rate on 0Ar) and q(r) we will treat

some special cases. The first case, which will be discussed in Section 6.3, concerns

the limit r_ —> r+ . In this limit we will not only reobtain the well-known results for

a thin singular layer, but also get a better picture of the range of validity of these

results. In the case that q « 1 in the entire central plasma, a very simple expression

for the dispersion relation can be derived, which will be discussed in Section 6.4.

In Sections 6.5 and 6.6 we will consider special cases to which the full dispersion

relation (5.25) applies. In these examples we consider two families of modeled q-

profiles and discuss the dependence of the growth rate on the parameters of these

profiles.

The dependence of the growth rate on the quantities A_, A+, and Ac at fixed

q{r) and /?p(r) in the interval [r_, r + ] , can be made clear by rewriting the dispersion

relation (5.25) formally as

f + A - ( f -gP - £) / ( j - + J ^

(6.1)

= S2-f^+A_- (f-gP - s£

The integrals S, and S2 depend on Ac, but the combination S2 — SJ/SQ does not.

Taking the formal derivative of this equation with respect to the growth rate, and
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using the definitions (5.22) of EX2 and £2 9 we obtain

'dT2~dr2 ~ [IF2 ~S^7F2\E~2~2~ ~ v j + dr2 dr2 ~ \dr2' '

where

- ( e ' 3 )

From Schwarz's inequality one can derive that

dSSLdSSL_(dSLy>0 ( 6 .4 )

and inspection of Eqs. (3.20) and (4.2) shows that df2/dF2 > p/pQ, so that

dSQ/dF2 < 0. Thus we have proved the general result dA+/dF2 < 0. Furthermore,

one can easily derive that

dA_ - V 4E22

and

E12
dAc i\E22 22

Choosing F2(A+, A_,rt_s(r_)) as the dependent variable, we find

These inequalities are generally valid.

The proof that the dispersion relation (5.25) has only real solutions F2 goes

along the same lines. Suppose that F2 is complex. The quantities A± and s(r_)

are real, of course, but the integrals 5 i are not. We take the imaginary part of

Eq. (6.1) and multiply it by Im(50). The resulting equation resembles Eq. (6.2),

0 = Im(S0)ImU+)

+ Im(52)Im(50)-Im2(51), (6.6)
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where, analogous to (6.3),

and Im(.T2)/Im(.r2) > p/pQ- Using Schwarz's inequality one can show that, analo-

gous to Eq. (6.4),

Im(52 )Im(So) - I m 2 ^ ) > 0,

where, as long as /S + s does not vanish on the entire integration interval, the

equality sign is valid only if Im(.F2) = 0. Therefore, Eq. (G.6) implies that F2 is

real.

6.2 The quantities A_, A+, and s{r_).

The quantities A_, A+, and s(r_) are fully determined by the g-profiles in the

intervals [0,r_] and [r+ , r2] . They are given by Eqs. (2.17) and (4.10). We will

now illustrate how these quantities depend on the ^-profile.

Figure 2. Sketch of the considered g-profiles. The branches 'a', 'b' and 'c' are

assumed to be monotonic.

We restrict our considerations to g-profiles that are monotonic (either increas-

ing or decreasing) functions of r in [0, r_], and that are increasing functions of r in
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Ir^.r., ( l ines "a*. "1>". a n d "<•" in Fit!;. 2. r e spec t i ve ly ) . In Eq . (5 .23) t l ie q u a n t i t i e s

.-l._ a n d A+ a r e def ined in t e r m s of so lu t ions A(r) of t h e different ia l e q u a t i o n (4 .10) .

T h e q u a n t i t y b e t w e e n s q u a r e b r a c k e t s in E q . (4 .10) is a q u a d r a t i c func t ion of .4

tha t c a n b e r e w r i t t e n as

[f -I) "(1 - 3 . 4 r - ' ) - ' + 3( 1 + Ar-* f =

1 - 3 / u (0.

when* we have defined /(</) = (q — 1)/((/" — q + 1). If is clear from the first line

that the expression is always positive, and the second line shows that it is mini-

mized point wise by A(r) = f(q)r'1. Depending on tlie sign of dq/dr, the function

j\q)tA is either a lower or upper bound for the actual solution -4(/'). If we substi-

tute" A(r) = f(q)rA in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.10). we obtain A'(r) = ±r\f(q).

Integration of this equation yields another estimate for A(r). Since the (/-profile is

inonotonic on the interval of interest, one can prove that the exact solution A(r)

lies between both estimates given above. We list the inequalities for the three cases

"a". i>", and '<•' in Fig. 2.

a.

b.

e [0,r_] and q0 < 1: r\f(q0) < A(r) < 4 / drr\f{q) < 0,
J{)

r e [0. r_] and 9o > 1: r\f(q0) > A( r) > 4 / dr r\f(q) > 0 ,
Jo

' > 0: ir4 < A(r) < $r* - 4 / dr r\f(q), (G.8)
./r

c. r £ [r+, r2] and

where qa = ry(O).

All three cases in Eq. (6.8) have the property that the two estimates that bound

the function A(r) are close together if q(r) (or rather: /(</)) does not vary too much

over the given interval. This is a reasonable assumption for q in the interval [0, r_].

There it implies, using Eq. (6.8), that ,4_ ss r^_f(q0) ~ q0 — 1, and also that

~4 / drr:if(q) « -2ri.s(r_). (6.9)/
o

This <^stimate, in combination with the inequalities in (C.5), implies that OF2/dq0 > 0.

The significance of this result is limited because we have assumed that r_ is kept
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constant. Obviously, this assumption cannot be justified for q{) % 1. However, we

can use the above results to compare the stability for two (/-profiles that are iden-

tical for r > /•_, one with e/(0) < 1 and one with </(0) > 1 (branches 'a' and "1/ in

Fig. 2). We predict that case 'a' is less unstable than case Lb'.

How does the growth rate depend on the outer (?• > r + ) (/-profile? First, we

note that when the profiles q{r/r+) and 3p{r/r+) are kept fixed, the growth rate

is proportional to r+/R0, i.t., F = O{e). In the following discussion we keep the

ratio r+/R0 fixed.

Equation (6.5) tells us that the growth rate increases as A+ decreases. There-

fore, if we let the outer (/-profile become steeper, then r2 decreases and A+ decreases

and the equilibrium becomes less stable. It is intuitively clear that the m = 2 har-

monic of the mode is stronger destabilizing when the q = 1 and q — 1 resonant

surfaces are closer together. In the extreme case of a very steep (/-profile in the

interval {r^^r^ we have r+ ss r2 so that Eq. (6.8) yields A+ = | r + , which is the

smallest possible value of A+.

In the case of constant current density j^(r) = (r2/</)'F/rR^ in the interval

['•_!_. r2], Eq- (4.10) can be solved exactly. We have

9 1 r* f r

q ' 1-rl

and obtain

r% -- l±^Lr% . (6.10)
'2 ~ ^•' -fl-

it is clear from this expression that | < A+r^.4 < 1, so that the growth rate cannot

depend dramatically on the outer (/-profile.

6.3 The limit of a thin singular layer where q«l

In this Section we will consider the limit of a thin singular layer where q ss 1. In the

limit r_ —> r + Eq. (5.25) for the growth rate reduces to the well-known expression

for the singular layer case as given in Refs. [4] and [12]. It is clarifying to discuss

some aspects of the dependence of the growth rate on 0 (r) and q(r) with the help

of this simplified relation. In the limit r_ —* r+, the expressions (4.27) for the

integrals 50 , 5 j , and S2 over the layer simplify considerably. Let r0 = i ( r . + r_)
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and let the normalized layer width iv = {r+ -r_)/r{) be small. In this limit it

follows from Eq. (5.11) that

}1 [+^ + O{w). (6.11)

In Eq. (5.22), the combinations S1/So and S2 - S2/S0 occur. By computing the

integrals Si to higher orders in iv we find

I 1 = 4- lMr
0) + s(r0)} [I + O(ro2)} , (6.12)

and

S2 - $- = O(w3). (6.13)

After substitution of these expressions in (5.22), the dispersion relation (5.25) be-

comes

£ {Jrr-3[(± - I)2

where the integration has the same meaning as in definition (5.11). This expression

is in agreement with the expression given in Ref. 4. It is sufficiently accurate if the

q « 1 layer width is small (w2 <C 1). If there is a q = 1-surface in the plasma, the

integral So becomes arbitrary large for F2 J, 0. Therefore, if the right-hand side of

Eq. (6.14) vanishes, the equilibrium is marginally stable. If the right-hand side is

negative, the mode is stable since So is positive for every positive F2.

Equation (6.12) states that the expression for SW in Ref. [4] is accurate to

O(w2). In Refs. [4], [13], and [12] the integral So = Jdr/r3F2 is evaluated in the

following three limit cases. In the first case dq/dr is finite at the q = 1 surface. One

finds F = O(e2) [4,12,13]. In the second case q(r) has a minimal value near unity

with finite d2q/dr2. In this case F = O(e5/3) [12,13]. In the third case the ^-profile

is monotonic with a point of inflection at q = 1, where dq/dr = 0 and d3q/dr3 is

sufficiently large to have a thin resonant layer. Then one finds F = O(e6/5) [12].
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The right-hand side of Eq. (C.14) depends on the constants .s(r0), A_, and A+ in a

simple way. Thus Eq. (G.14) is further simplified to

-?r-~—-4_ + . (O.loj

This expression clearly shows that the growth rate increases with A_. Therefore.

if q > 1 in the interval [0. r0] (case "b") the mode is unstable, while q < 1 in that

interval (case "a") has a stabilizing effect. In the latter case, the mode is unstable

only if J exceeds a threshold:

•V''o)'-n > TiA- + yJ-jkA-U+-A_). (6.16)

The numerical results that will be presented in Sections 6.4 and 6.5 show that the

above conclusions are more generally true. Keeping </(/•) fixed for r > r_, one sees

that:

- The growth rate of the in — 1 mode increases with q(r) in the interval [0, r0].

- There is a threshold value for ,i if q(Q) < 1 (a monotonic </-profile).

- The mode is unstable for every value of 3 if q(0) > 1 and a q = 1 surface is

present (a nonmonotonic </-profile).

So far we have considered the (/-profile outside the q m 1 layer. Equations (6.12)

and (6.13) show that if the layer width is small in the sense that i?/>2 <C 1, the layer

i- properly treated by Eq. (6.14). where the integral So is taken over the layer. Even

in this limit case it is clear [12] that the growth rate depends sensitively on q(r) in

tin-- layer. Inspection of 50 shows that, when the right-hand side of Eq. (6.14) is

kept fixed:

- the growth rate increases if q(r) gets closer to unity in the layer,

- the growth rate increases if this layer becomes broader,

- the growth rate depends most sensitively on q(r) where q(r) is closest to unity.

Thus, in the case of a thin resonant layer, a clear separation can be made. On the

one hand, the global (/-profile and pressure profile determine whether the mode can

be unstable. On the other hand, if the right-hand side of Eq. (6.14) is positive, the

7-profile in the layer determines the growth rate, which lies in a wide range from

Zero to O(i)^A.
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G.4 The case that q % 1 in the entire central plasma

The quantities Sr A±. and I'^sir^) that occur in Eq. (5.25) do not depend sensi-

1 ively on the boundary values r±. so that any choice of r_ and r+ in the intermediate

regions where neither q — 1 = (9(f° ) nor q — 1 = O{s ) will maximize the growth rate

to the required accuracy.

However, if q £s 1 in the entire central plasma, one should be careful. In that

case we have r_ = 0 so that the quantities A_. r_. $(r_ ). and SQ1 all vanish. Thus,

the dispersion relation is considerably simplified. One obtains Eu = 0. which is

simply equivalent to [16}

f r5J*(r)
A+ = S2= dr Y^- • (G.17)

This result is equivalent to expression (21) in Ref. [21]. A problem seems to arise

when one wishes to include the O(q — 1) corrections to the growth rate as described

in Appendix C. If r_ = 0. the O{q — 1) energy integral £"(1) diverges! The explana-

tion is that we have not been careful in determining r_ and r+ for a given qr-profile.

We have shown that this is not a problem for the leading order calculation. In

the next order in q — 1, however, more accurate values of ;•_ and r+ must and can

be found. The O(q — 1) calculation of r ± and of the growth rate can be found in

Appendix C.

6.5 Non-monotonic q-profiles with minimal value near unity

In this Section, we will apply the results of Chapter 5 to the m = 1 mode instability

of a class of equilibria with non-monotonic (/-profiles as shown in Fig. 3. The q-

profiles in Fig. 3 all have </(0) > 1. but the minimal value qmin is varied. The exact

parametrization is given in the figure caption. Also given in Fig. 3 is the normalized

pressure profile. We consider the class of pressure profiles that all have the same

logarithmic derivative p'(r)/p(r). Each of these pressure profiles is given by a value

of .-ip (see definition (2.1G)) at the radius r = rmjn where q(r) is minimal.

We want to obtain from Eq. (5.25) the growth rate for given values of qmin

and - .̂,(''„,;„ ). However, we will not solve the dispersion relation for the growth rate

•^('Anjii-'̂ ;)(
rniin ))• ^ e compute $p{r.qmm) instead. This is convenient, because,

if the shape of the pressure profile is given as stated above, relation (5.25) is a

quadratic equation in rfJr )•
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

—> minor radius r/R

Figure 3. A class of q-profiles with variable minimal values. The g-proflles consist

of two parabolic branches with q(r) = qmin in between, and with q(0A7 Ro) = 1 =

q(0.23R0). q(0.33R0) = 2, q(0) = 1.2.

The computations involve the integration of the simple differential equation

(4.10) in the intervals [0, r_] and [r+ ,r2] in order to obtain A_ and A+, and the

evaluation of the integrals s(r_) and 5,. These calculations have to be performed

only once for a given g-profile. Only the integrals S, are different for each (input)

growth rate. For simplicity we assume that M(r) = 3, so that the density profile

does not enter the calculations. With the leading order quantities the next order

correction to J is computed using the corrections to the leading order dispersion

relation given in Appendix C. With expression (C.8) in mind, one can easily trans-

form from /^-corrections to /# -corrections.

The results are presented in Fig. 4 as lines of constant growth rate in the

Jp.qmin-plane. The figure illustrates the following features:

1) The mode is stable if qmin is sufficiently above unity. In that case one cannot

speak of a q fs 1 region at all.

2) In Fig. 5 the growth rate is plotted as a function of qmin, while 0 is kept

constant. The figure shows that if qmiK approaches unity from above, the mode

becomes unstable very suddenly. A decrease in qmin of 1% can account for a

transition from marginal stability to a sawtooth-like growth rate of F = 10~2.
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(*100)

0.5 _

0.0 0.0

-

stable

!
0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 0.9 1.0 1.1

"min

Figu re 4. Lines of constant growth rate Figure 5. The growth rate as a function

for the 9-profiles given in Fig. 3 and for of qmi for 3 — 0.1, for the same profiles
r 2i2 • •

p[v) ~ [1 — (r/0.4 i t 0) j . p(r) and </(r) as in Fig. 4.

This dependence of the growth rate on qmin can also be deduced from Eq. (6.14).

The right-hand side of that equation is almost independent of qmin- Therefore

we can consider So ~ [(^fmin — I)2 + M F'2] approximately constant. If we

denote the right-hand side by the constant (e</ inin)~2. the expression

describes the behaviour of the growth rate for ginin % 1 + 6qmiD-

3) As qmin decreases below unity, the growth rate decreases because of the in-

creasing shear near q = 1. The mode remains unstable for every value of ft

however.

The O{e ) corrections to the leading order results become significant for low

values of 3 and q — 1, i.e., in the lower left corner of Fig. 4, under the curve F —

10~2. There may or may not be a stable region in that part of parameter space.

In Fig. G the radial eigenfunction £(r) is plotted in the two cases qmin < 1

and r/|I)jn > 1. In the case qmtn > 1 (Fig. 6b), the radial displacement £(r) gradually

decreases in the region where qmin — 1 is smaJl. In this region the interchange of

field lines that lie on different flux surfaces takes place. This is possible since there
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(*)</„,,„ = 0.92
=0.210 3p = 0.41S

u.-rA =

i

2 • 10""

\ m=l

\
i

. m=2

Figure 6. The m = 1 and m = 2 harmonics of the radial displacement £(r). The

given values of qnuu and j3p correspond with certain points in Fig. 4.

field lines that lie on different flux surfaces takes place. This is possible since there

is no significant magnetic shear between those flux surfaces. The case qmin < 1 is

shown in Fig. 6a. In this case the function £j(r) shows two separate steps. This

is understandable since there are two 9 = 1 surfaces with finite magnetic shear and

with a region in between where q lies significantly below unity.

6-6 Equilibria with q(0) < 1 and variable shear at the q = 1 surface

Although the //-profiles in the previous Section are unstable with high growth rates

that are comparable with sawtooth crasli times, they do not agree with observations

of the value of q in the centre [22 25]. which indicate that q(0) is well below unity.

In this Section we consider monotonic ^-profiles with <z(0) = 0.8. A broad q « 1

region is necessary for high growth rates. In such a region, the growth rate is very

sensitive to the magnetic shear

-/ » r dq
q dr

In order to analyze this dependence we consider the class of (/-profiles represented
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iu Fig. i. The magnetic shear x(r) is taken to be constant in a layer of given

width around the q — 1 surface. On the basis of the results for a thin singular layer

(Section 0.3) we expect to find high growth rates when the shear vanishes.
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0.0

1

u r A

w
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~—

,* s

1

• io>-

^ ^
^ — "

stable

i

- • "

- - — •

in
- -

i

^ "

- 3
^ —

1

*——

-

- 3

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

> minor radius /•//?

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.G 0.8 1.0

> shear at r = 0.2 7?

Figure 7. A class of ^/profiles with Figure 8. Lines of constant growth rate

variable shear near q — 1. The curves for the y-profiles in Fig. 7. and for p(r) ~

<-<m>ist of parabolic branches connected h - (;•/().4 /?„ )'] ~.

by straight lines of width % 0.0G/?„

and given shear .s. q([)) — 0.8,

1/(0.2/?,,) -- 1. and <y(0.33i?0) = 2.

We compute A ^F.'s) for the |>ressure ]>rofiles considered in Section G.5 (see

Fig. 3). In Fig S. At is platted versus .s at constant values of the growth rate. Since

//(0) •' 1. the mode is stable when A is below a threshold value. However, if we let

the shear go to zero, the critical value of A also vanishes. This result is essentially

different from the thin layer calculation E<|. (G.14). In the latter case the growth

rate is inversely proportional to the shear at the </ = 1 surface, but the stability

boundaries for A do not vanish with shear. According to Fig. 8 a small change

in the ij profile at constant At can cause the equilibrium to go unstable, though

ti.li f'.iinililniii witli </(0) < 1 i\tul VHrinhlr shrar at Ilir if — 1 surfwr



to a lesser extent than in the case of the non-monotonic ^-profiles discussed in the

previous Section.

A comparison bet worn Figs. S and 4 clearly shows that q < 1 in the central

plasma is less unstable than q > 1. especially for small values of 3 . This effect is

also reflected in the radial displacement functions £(r) that are shown in Figs. 9

and 10. In these1 figures the radial eigenfunctions are plotted for several values of

3 and for two values of the shear parameter. Figure 9 shows cases with negligible

shear. In Fig. 10 .* = 0.4. Each figure corresponds to a point in Fig. 8.

Almost all functions ^(r) in Figs. 9 and 10 are iion-inonotonic and peaked

in the q — 1 region. The localization of the in = 1 mode around the q — 1 surface

is most pronounced in the case of vanishing shear and occurs to a lesser extend in

finite shear cases. Furthermore, the effect is very clear for low values of 3 but not

for high 3 . In the case of high 3 the destabilizing effect the pressure gradient

prevails over the1 stabilizing effect of the current in the central part of the discharge.

From the radial displacement functions in Figs. 9(d) and 9(b) the correspond-

ing flow lines of the plasma in the poloidal plasma have been computed and are

shown in Figs. l l ( a ) and (b). Since the plasma is Since there is almost no compres-

sion of the plasma due to the flow perpendicular to the magnetic field, the lines can

represent both the direction of the flow and the velocity distribution in the fluid.

The reader is n minded of the fact that there is also considerable motion parallel to

th<- magnetic field. The parallel motion is responsible for approximately two thirds

of the kinetic energy (see Section 3.2). Since this motion is along equilibrium field

lines it does not affect the flux surfaces.
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(a) ^ p = 0.005 (b) / i p = 0.069
UTA = 2 • 10- 3
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F i g u r e 9 . T h e m — 1 and m = 2 components of t he radial displacement £ ( r ) for

cases wi th negligible shear (.s = 10~ 3 ) . Every pair of values (B, s) corresponds

wi th a point in Fig. 8.
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Figure 10. As in Fig. 9, but with s = 0.4.
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(a) shear = 10 3

l3p = 0.262
u r . = 2 - 10"

(b) shear = 10 -3

j3p = 0.069
CTA = 2 • 10~3

Figure 11. The plasma flow in the poloidal plane corresponding to the radial

displacement functions in Figs. 9(d) and 9(b). respectively. The flow velocity is

proportional to the density of lines.
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6.7 Conclusions

The major result of part I of this thesis is the dispersion relation (5.25) for the

ideal m = 1 kink mode. This relation applies to a wide range of equilibria with

low magnetic shear and g ss 1 in an arbitrary broad region of the plasma. It is an

analytic expression for the growth rate that has been solved by simple numerical

means. Growth rates of the order eu)A have been obtained. Such growth rates

apply to cases where the const ant- £j approximation breaks down. Trial functions

with a jump in a thin singular layer correspond to lower growth rates of the order

u,1 ~ £noj^, with a > 1. In particular, the well-known ordering u> ~ £2LOA applies to

the case of a q = 1 surface with finite shear.

If there is a broad low-shear region around q = 1, resistivity [12,26] and effects

due to the finite ion Larmor radius [27] are expected to be unimportant in the linear

phase of the instability. A related argument is that generally growth rates of O(e)

are much higher than growth rates of purely resistive modes. In Ref. 12, it has

been shown that resistivity is important near the marginal stability boundaries of

the ideal mode.

In Chapter 4, different approximations have been applied to different parts of

the plasma. It was shown that the complete mode can be constructed by taking

both £(r) and £'(r) continuous at the boundaries between the regions where different

orderings of q — 1 apply. The assumption, that a clear division of the plasma volume

could be made into regions where q 96 1 and a single region where 5 « 1, is not a

serious limitation. In Appendix C, a prescription is given for the determination of

r+ in cases where this division is less clear-cut. It is shown how these values of r_j_

can be used to calculate the growth rate with O{eq) precision. For that purpose,

the leading order eigenfunction £(x), given in Eq. (C.6), is adequate. The O(eq)

corrections to the growth rate are proportional to the width of the ( j « l layer.

They can be relatively important near marginal stability.

The growth rate depends very sensitively on q close to unity. Firstly, the growth

rate increases when q approaches unity. Secondly, larger q w 1 regions give larger

growth rates. The pressure gradient and the ^-profile in the entire central plasma

determine the global energy balance of the mode, analogous to the case with finite

shear at the q — 1 surface. The m = 1 mode is more unstable for higher values of

q in the central region of the plasma. In the case of a non-monotonic ^-profile with

q < 1 on axis, the mode can be unstable even for zero pressure. In that case the
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in = 1 mod*1 is stable only if the average value of (q — I)2 in the region [?-_,?'+]

exceeds a small but non-zero threshold value. If q gradually approaches unit}' in

the region [ r_ , r , ], the m = 1 mode may suddenly turn unstable. However, it was

argued by Wesson et al. [11] and by Hastie et al. [12] that in the steady rise phase

of the sawteeth, q cannot change quickly enough to explain the triggering of the

sawtooth collapse on the observed short timescale.

A general conclusion is that for monotonic as well as noii-moiiotonic (/-profiles,

and for any pressure profile, a sequence of continuously descending (/-profiles has to

pass through an unstable regime in order to reach a profile with q below unity.

In the case with finite shear at the q = 1 surface, the two convective cells which

make up the m — 1 motion consist of a rigid displacement of the central plasma

and fast poloidal and toroidal flows in a singular layer. In the case of a broad q % 1

region, however, various flow patterns can exist. If q[r) is non-monotonic with a

minimum close to unity, or if q{v) is monotonic with a broad q zs 1-region. £] is a

continuously decreasing function of the minor radius, as displayed in Figs. G(b).

9(d). and l()(c). In the two /;? = 1 convective cells, which include the q % 1 region,

the plasma flow has moderate shear (Fig. l l (a ) ) . An exceptional flow pattern

has been found in cases where q(r) is far below unity in the centre, the q % 1

region is broad, and d is low. This mode is driven by the pressure gradient in

the <] % 1 region. In the central plasma, however, the stabilizing effect of the

current is dominant. The corresponding non-monotonic eigenfunctions are shown

in Figs. 9(a) 9(c). The plasma motion still consists of two convective cells, which

however avoid the central plasma (Fig. l l (b ) ) .
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APPENDIX A

The metric tensor for the coordinates (r,0,<j!>)

In Section 2.1 flux coordinates (r, d.tp) are defined in which the magnetic field lines

(Eq. (2.1)) appear straight. In this Appendix we will derive the metric tensor

components for these curvilinear coordinates.

It is convenient to start with cylindrical coordinates (R,Z,d>). Here, Z is the

distance to the equatorial plane, where 6 = 0 or ~. R(r,8) and Z(r,d) are even

and odd functions of 6. respectively. We will now define the shapes of the flux

surfaces. For that purpose we recall the ordering in e: the major radius of the

torus is O(e°). the minor radii of the flux surfaces are O(e), the shift A is O(e2).

The deviations from circular cross-sections are O{e2) and therefore negligible. This

ordering can be implemented by the introduction of geometrical coordinates f and 8.

The coordinate f is the minor radius of the flux surface, and 0 is the proper poloidal

angle. The above ordering, as well as the definitions of 7" and 6, are specified in the

following expressions for R and Z.

R = R0-f cas6-A(r)+ ^T Sm(r) cos(m - 1)0

~ . ( )
Z= rsinB + 2 ^ Sm(f) sin(m - 1)6,

where the functions Sm are 0(e3R). These functions describe the deformation of

the flux surfaces. From Eqs. (A.I) we derive the Jacobian of the coordinates (r,#),

^ ^ ^ ^ r ( l + 4 c o 8 t f + O ( e ) ) . (A.2)
60 dr Or 50

The Jacobian of the coordinates (r, 0) is J = rR/R0. The relation r(f) can now be

obtained from the transformation drd.8 J — dr d6 J. which gives

Ro Ro
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= r2 + ^ - + -^rr + O{c*). ( A 3 )

Inversion of Eq. (A.3) yields

r r = r 1 - ^

Subsequently we compute 9(r,9) from definition (2.4). which is equivalent to

dd |l + (A'(f) + -5-)(cos 0 + ^4-fos 20) + (?U"J) (.4.5)

so that

0 = 0 - {A' + -H-)sin 0-r j ( - i ' + -^-)(2_1' + "B-)sin 20 + O(e3). (A.6)

Furthermore, the O(e2)-tenn in Eq. (A.6) is orthogonal to sin 6. We substitute
expressions (A.4) and (A.6) in Eqs. (A.I) to obtain the required expressions for

Rir.H) and Z(r.O)

R = Ro - r cos 9 - A - ^(A' + jr-){l + cos 2

Z = r sin 0 - T- ( 4 ' -f ~) sin 20

/ 1 _A , 1 i" I /"_!

One may verify that the Jacobian

O(;- )•

~ 09 Or dr dO '

ah derived from Eq. (A.7) is indeed equal to rR/R0 to the required order.

From ECJS. (A.7) we can calculate the metric tensor components by means of

the following formulas.

'•> - ' > > m- or mv {Am8)
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It appears that tin* shaping functions 5 , n (see Eqs. (A. I ) ) cont r ibute in O(e2)

to th<- metric t'-nsor. There they occur only in the m- th poloidal harmonic . In

our stabili ty analysis we will need only the m = 0 harmonic in 0(z~). Tims, we1

neglect \m ^ O . l ) C ( f - ) . (in = ±l)O(£i). and O(£i) t e rms in the metric tensor

coniponeiits . The applicat ion of formulas (A.S) to Eqs. (A.7) yields

!'ooo , o /• a ., A rA1 1 r-

r,/H = ( rA" + A' + jF) sin 9 {-4.9)

+ -(r_l"-r A' + —)"' + (A' + — ) ' + — + - —

With the notation ( } = - ^ j dB for the poloidal mean value we can show the or-

dering of the neglected terms in the poloidal Fourier harmonics of the metric tensor

components. For instance.

{(/') = i -f. — -f ±A + -— + OW1).

{rjrrc±ltf) = -A' + O(c3). (A.10)

{tjrrf'm0) = O{e2). m £ 0. ± 1 .

Ttie other tensor components in Eqs. (A.9) are ordered analogously. In the new

coordinates ( r. 9) the metric tensor (and the Jacobiaii) occur in the Grad-Shafranov

operator.

r ^ R~lr~'Jrd9^J ~R"dr'\

lrr dgr9 . rr d } r di- ( 4 1 1 )

di has been used in Eq. (2.9) to obtain Eq. (2.11). The m = 0 component of

(2.11) is found by averaging over 9.

FF' + <j?V + •^(j^/'Y = 0. (.4.12)
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I ])on ordering, this equation yields Eq. (2.14). Likewise, tin1 tn — ±1 part of the

equilibrium equation, which depencls only on the even combination cos 0. is

( -4 .13)

A substitution of the metric tensor elements yields

0 = ^ ' + ^ ' J ( I ) ' + 5 I r ( r a " + 3 J ' - ^ - ) + C?(,3). (.4.14)

This e(juation can be integrated to give the following equation for _V.

-A'<r, = -5 i - frfr ( 4 - 2 ^ r V ) - (-4.15)

Integrat ion of this expression yields Eq. (2.15).
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APPENDIX B

The energy functional in toroidal geometry

B.I Kinetic energy and plasma compression

Only the kinetic energy and the coirtpressional energy (Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11))

depend on a which is the toroidal component of £ defined by

Z = £p-raB. Zp-Vc = Q. (D.I)

In thi.s Appendix. K +• SW is minimized with respect to a by solving the simple

Euler equation (3.15). Substituting Eq. (3.14) in (3.15). noting that the magnetic

operator is

B r £ < + > (*2>
we obtain

(B.Z)

The quantities /?u,'2 and 7/> are constant on a magnetic surface. The normalized

quantities f and rfc are defined in Eqs. (3.19) and (3.21). We take the mode to be

dorninantly m = 1 in the poloidal plane.

£,=£ie ' ' + (m^l)O{e). (BA)

It follows frora the minimization of 6W{£ ) in Chapter 3 that

\-jpZp)=O{e2). (B.5)
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From these relations onr can derive the ordering of the quantities on the right-hand

-ide of YJ\. (B.3). We have to distinguish between the poloidal Fourier harmonics.

•F,
(rn y£ 1 )C">( f ) . :B.G)

= - 5 - j —/( r £ . ) ( s m P — £,<- c o s B r l n i f 0 , 2

= - i - : r f ' , f -><S - r ^ - 2 5 , - I m j c 0 . 2 ) C l £ I + C ( f - ) I .

Thu>. in E<j. (B.3) the right-hand side is dominated by the in = 0 and r/i = 2 har-

s in the last term and is equal to

(5.8)

Tf ie re fo re . t h e w = 0. 2 f i a n i i o n i o of (\{r.9) a r e d o i n i n a n t :

<t< r.tt j = H i r ) + ( i , ' r O( •: (J5.0)

and E«i. 1 B.3) vieM-,

' - F 1 ^ ! + C( = 2 ) . ( J 5 . l l )

If ;- important to note that the rn ^ 0. 2 harmonics of o(r.0). which are O(e). give

O> -:'' i r<miri but ions to tfie energy so that

A" + t\V = 2T2-£-

li.l Kiwtic *'t\vTt*y ntut plasma compression



Substitution of the expressions for a and integration by parts yields

A" + t\V = 27r-^r

J r"r' r2 . , , ^ i 3 )

is called the inertial enhancement factor. If one assumes that p and 3C are slowly

varying functions of r inside the q = 1 region, the second term in Eq. (B.13) can be

neglected and Eq. (3.18) is obtained.

B.2 The potential energy tW(£p)

The part of the total energy which is not considered in Appendix B.I is

where

The perturbed magnetic field is

i V x{£pxB). (BAS)

From this equation one can derive both components of the perturbed magnetic field.

Some useful vector identities for working out Eq. (B.18) are

It'
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OIK- finds

= Vox (5.20)

r<->ults c a n b e u s e d t o work o u t E q . ( B . 1 7 ) .

The last two terms are equal to

modtiio a total derivative. In this form f U ' i ^ . ^ ' ) is manifestly self-adjoint. Now

\vr express 61V in the flux coordinates (r.S). The two components of £ are given

in Eqs. (3.13). The specific form of these components yield a simple expression for

the perturbed toroidal field.

r 'Or

The energy ftinrtioua] ^H'(^ ) becomes

(B.25)

c.c.

(D.26)
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We use the equilibrium equation (2.11) to write F' + p'R2jF in terms of the met-

ric tensor. For convenience we take together the terms with derivatives of q.

Terms which are quadratic in (1/q)' cancel. In the case of a single toroidal mode

£( x ) = £(r.6)< ~'"° we obtain the following expression for d\l\

r H

qR2
0

dgT

which yields Eq. (3.23) after normalization.
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APPENDIX C

The energy contribution of the next order in (q-1)

In this Appendix we consider the O(q — 1) energy functional Eil]. which is given in

Eq. (4.21). First, we will work out this expression. We use Eq. (4.23) to eliminate

r£'o from the integrand in Eq. (4.21). so that the last two terms become

= 4|3_r_
4 Ro

Here, we have defired

12r

— " o
"|2

,.4

^0
(C.2)

In Eq. (C.2) we write ^ ( r ) and £2(r) m terms of their values in r = r ± using Eqs.

(4.28) and (4.29).

T(r)= [S2(r)-S,(r)|i-],

(C.3)

where r2 is given in Eq. (4.32). The above derivation yields Eq. (4.34) for

In Chapter 5. the complete stability problem is solved to leading order. An

expression for £2(r_ ) in terms of £c = £,(r_)andc2 is easily derived from Eq. (5.18).

One finds

(C.4)

Thus we obtain

i ( l _ 1 ) | | r |.l
<T0 ; |4/?O

S 1 2 | J (f.5)
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\v]j< •re

,(/-) - | I 5 0 ( r ) ] c 2 . (C.G)

Tf'-) = [ f i r - ^ r 1 ^ + [^r> - l"5i ( r ) + -4-h • ( C 7 )

The quadratic functional .^"(cji £c) gives O{e ) contributions that must be added

to expression (5.24). The dispersion relation becomes

( £ - , , + E \ \ ) ) ( E 2 2 + E22
)) = (Ei2 + E [ 2

) ) 2 . (C.8)

In the leading order calculation of the growth rate an accurate determination

of r_ and r+ was not necessary since dSJdr± and dA^/dr^ are O(e), so that

the computed growth rate is not sensitive to small redefinitions. However, once we

consider the growth rate to O(e ) accuracy by including £"(1) in the computation,

we have to make an accurate choice for r± too. The optimal choices for r_ and r+

are those values which maximize the growth rate, i.e., r± has to satisfy the equation

\(En + EtfUEn + E^) - (El2 + E^f] = O(e). (C.9)

After elimination of c2 from £"(1) by means of Eq. (5.21). the contributions from

to expression (C.9) can be written as Eu\£r\~
2{dE^* /dr±). The equation for r+

can be written an

(+) ( ) l ( ^ ;
where the three terms are due to changes in Sr A+, and E^\ respectively. We use

expression (4.10) for A'(r) and obtain to leading order

Starting with an estimate for r+ , only one iteration of this equation is required to

obtain a value of r+ that is adequate for the 0{eq) computation of the growth rate.

The equation for r_.

is obtained in a similar way.
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PART II

The m = l kink mode in rotating tokamak plasmas
with anisotropic pressure

Abstract

Neutral beam injection can cause plasma rotation frequencies that are comparable

with the sawtooth collapse time, and may therefore affect the stability of the m = 1

mode. Depending on the plasma equation of state, plasma flow with a poloidal

velocity component may cause the pressure distribution to be anisotropic. Pressure

anisotropy can also be caused directly by several additional heating methods. It has

been experimentally observed, that intense ICRF heating can suppress the sawtooth

instability, and that a substantial pressure anisotropy is present in these cases.

In Part II of this thesis, an analytical analysis of the internal m = 1 kink mode

in a toroidal, axisymmetric. stationarily rotating plasma will be given. The station-

ary plasma flow is allowed to have both toroidal and poloidal velocity components,

and pressure anisotropy is included too. An arbitrary plasma equation of state is

assumed.

The ordering of equilibrium quantities is such that the same method can be

used as in the case of a static plasma with isotropic pressure, treated in Part I. An

inventory of the effects of plasma rotation and pressure anisotropy on the growth

rate of the m = 1 mode is made.

Abstract



Introduction to Part II and summary

Neutral beam injection in tokamak plasmas often c?uses fast toroidal rotation of the

plasma column. If the kinetic energy associated with this rotation is a significant

fraction of the total kinetic energy of the plasma, i.e., when pU'2 is comparable

with p, the plasma rotation cannot be neglected in the force balance equation.

Therefore, the equilibrium equation of a stationarily rotating plasma is essentially

different from the Grad-Shafranov equation in the static case. The centrifugal force

causes an outward shift of the plasma centre comparable to the static Shafranov

shift. A consequence of this is that in general, the current density vector will have

a component perpendicular to the magnetic flux surfaces, and also that surfaces

of constant density and surfaces of constant pressure will not coincide with flux

surfaces. Since the rotational velocity vanishes at the plasma edge, the plasma flow

will be sheared. One may expect that this shear affects the stability of modes which

extend in the radial direction. In the case of the internal m = 1 mode, the shear

between the magnetic axis and the q = 1 surface may be relevant.

If, due to toroidal plasma rotation, the plasma density and the kinetic pres-

sure are not constant on a flux surface, particles experience temperature and pres-

sure variations in their orbits along magnetic field lines. Thus, even if irreversible

processes like heat conduction and particle diffusion are all neglected, parts of the

pla-sma where different thermodynaniical conditions are maintained, are closely con-

nected by the particles moving along field lines. Since this connection is essentially

anisotropic, the direction of the magnetic field being special, one may expect the

kinetic pressure to be anisotropic too. Therefore, it seems natural to generalize the

analysis of the internal m = 1 instability of a static equilibrium to include both

plasma rotation and pressure anisotropy.

Pressure anisotropy can also be caused directly by several additional heating

methods. Sawtooth-free periods of up to 3.2 s have been observed in JET during

intense ICRF heating [28]. In Refs. [29] and [30], it has been shown that a popu-

lation of trapped (and therefore highly anisotropic) high-energy ions can stabilize
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the sawtooth instability.

It can be shown that the velocity field and the magnetic field together define

a system of nested toroidal equipotential surfaces. No additional difficulties arise

by including in our model an arbitrary flow of the plasma along the magnetic field

lines, thus introducing a poloidal velocity component.

In Chapter 7, the magnetohydrodynamic equations with anisotropic pressure

are reconsidered. The equations of mass conservation, momentum conservation and

charge neutrality are obtained in the guiding centre limit of the Vlasov equation.

The time evolution of the pressure tensor, however, requires knowledge of higher

moments of the velocity distribution like the energy flow field. Certain assumptions

about these higher moments lead to equations of state which are often used, the

adiabatic and double-adiabatic equations. Instead of making such assumptions, we

will merely require the existence of a local energy conservation law. It will be shown

that this requirement yields a relationship between the responses of the pressure

components to changes in the plasma density and the magnetic field strength.

In Chapter 8, we will consider an axisymmetric, stationarily rotating tokamak

plasma with anisotropic pressure. From the MHD equilibrium equations, several

flux functions are constructed. The mass density and the pressure, however, are not

flux functions. The guiding centre equations, which can be brought in Hamiltonian

form because of the symmetry [44,45], are used to describe the poloidal dependence

of the density and the pressure components. In the last Section of Chapter S, the

equilibrium quantities are expanded to powers of the inverse aspect ratio in the

low-/? tokamak ordering. The rotational energy of the plasma and the pressure

anisotropy are assumed to be of the same order as the total pressure. The results

are needed in the stability analysis of the m. = 1 mode.

In the first Section of Chapter 9, it is shown that an energy principle for the

fluid equations exists if and only if the changes of the pressure components due to

motion of the fluid satisfy the condition given in Chapter 7, Eq. (7.10). The second

variation of this energy yields a Lagrangian for an infinitesimal perturbation of

the plasma, the Euler equations being the linearized MHD equations. The Euler

equation for perturbations along the magnetic field is derived.

In Chapter 10, the energy principle is applied to the m = 1 stability of the

axisymmetric equilibrium presented in Chapter 8, employing the same ordering re-

lations as in Part I. In Section 10.2, the parallel component of the infinitesimal
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displacement is computed using general fluid equations. In the third section, the

parallel displacement is computed in tin1 guiding centre approximation. The guiding

centre result differs from the results that !\r<' obtained in the one-fluid theory. This

has already been shown in the cylindrical approximation in Ref. [3G]. Differences

between electron and ion pressures, non-thermal velocity distributions, and effects

which discriminate between trapped and untrapped particles, all manifest them-

selves in the results of Section 10.3, but not in the fluid equation. Subsequently,

the full dispersion relation of the m = 1 mode is derived along the lines of Chapters

3, 4, and 5, by emphasizing those contributions that are not present in the static

MHD case. The resulting dispersion relation is presented in Section 10.6. Finally,

in Section 10.7, the dispersion relation is discussed on the basis of a set of equilibria

with Maxwell distributions for the perpendicular and parallel velocities of the ions

and electrons separately. In this stage, it is clear that the ideal MHD result of Part I

cannot be reobtained as a limiting case, because of non-vanishing Landau clamp-

ing. The Landau damping, caused by resonance between the toroidal component

of the mode and thermal ions, can significantly reduce the growth rate (though the

stability boundaries are not affected). It is found that toroidal plasma rotation, if

much smaller than the thermal velocities, has only two effects: a Doppler shift of

the mode frequency, and a small increase of the /9-parameter, which measures the

kinetic energy of the equilibrium plasma that is available for the mode.
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CHAPTER 7

From guiding centre theory to fluid theory

7.1 Local energy balance in fluid theory

In this Section, we consider a set of MHD equations with anisotropic pressure. We

will indicate the steps that lead to a condition which the energy equation must

satisfy. In the next section the MHD equations and the condition mentioned above

are derived from basic principles. In the last Section, we illustrate the relevance for

the energy functional of small perturbations of a stationary plasma. Here we will

derive a condition that is necessary (and sufficient, except for positive definiteness

and stability proofs) for the existence of a conserved energy and an energy principle

for stability.

The external work done by the pressure on a volume element dV is

dW = -PIVUdV, (7.1)

where U is the fluid velocity. As will be shown in the next Section, in the guiding

centre approximation, the pressure tensor is diagonal,

P = P±(l-bb)+pnbb. (7.2)

The anisotropic part of P will be denoted by pan = />„ — px. We adopt Ohm's law

for a perfectly conducting fluid and the equation of mass conservation. By writing

these equations in the form

n • ( 7 - 3 )

b'{b'VU) = ^ - - ,

where a dot denotes a total time derivative d/dt, one can derive that
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In the case of a fluid theory we may assume that the external work dW has a local
effect on the plasma. This means that in the absence of dissipative (irreversible)
processes there must be local energy balance,

fi(hdV) = dW, (7.5)

where h is the internal energy density (not necessarily equal to px + ̂ pn )• Combining

Eqs. (7.1), (7.4), and (7.5) we obtain

- ( 7- 6 )

Here, we have taken into account the time evolution of the volume element in

Eq. (7.5), (d/dt)(pdV) = 0. The fact that the internal energy h(x,t) responds to

the local plasma flow field U(x,t) via p and B only, is expressed in the following

equation,

I dh • . dh A / v r \

Equation (7.6) determines h(x, t) modulo a conserved internal energy per unit mass,

i.e., modulo redefinitions h —> h + prj, where r)(x,t) is any function that satisfies

drj/dt = 0.

In order to have a closed fluid theory, in this Section we assume that also the

changes of the pressure components p.(x,t) and p±(x,t) are caused by the plasma

motion via V»U and b'(b'VU) only,

Thus we can write out Eq. (7.6) in terms of p and B,

^ P+ P~ dP)p-^ B + dB)a-

For arbitrary displacements 17, the quantities p, and B are independent. Therefore,

both sides of this equations must vanish,

dh
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We can eliminate h by differentiating these equations by D and />, respectively, and

add them. One obtains a relation between px and p^,

which should hold in any fluid theory.

In a given fluid theory with equations of state that satisfy Eq. (7.10), the

internal energy h is an auxiliary quantity which can be eliminated without loss of

information. Nevertheless, in the following Chapters we will include Eqs. (7.9) in our

set of one-fluid equations in order to facilitate several derivations. In Section 8.4, for

instance, the quantity h will be used to write the parallel momentum balance of an

axisymmetric equilibrium in such a form that Bernoulli's law can be recognized. In

Chapter 9, the invariant action for a general set of single-fluid equations is written

down; this could only be done in terms of the internal energy. The subsequent

stability analysis in Chapters 9 and 10, however, does not contain any reference

to the quantity h: application of Eq. (7.10) is sufficient there. Ultimately, in the

case of the m = 1 mode in a low-/? plasma, the required equations of state will

bo obtained from the guiding centre equations that will be presented in the next

Section.

7.2 Guiding centre equations

In this Section, we will consider the Vlasov equation,

0, £ s | + t ) . F , (7.n)

where the index s denotes the different particle species, in the limit of small gyra-

tion radius. The Vlasov equation states that a volume element in phase space is

conserved, or, equivalently, that particles follow continuous paths in phase space.

This is the case when collisions between individual particles can be neglected, i.e.,

when only reversible processes are considered.

Collisionless models can be valid in quite different situations. Firstly, the effects

of collisions may be disregarded in the description of phenomena sufficiently faster

than the diffusion time-scales of the involved quantities. In the linear phase of an

unstable internal m = 1 mode in a tokamak plasma, for instance, the relatively

slow particle diffusion and thermal conduction perpendicular to the magnetic field
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is negligible, while viscosity and resistivity may be important only in a singular

layer.

Secondly, one may consider phenomena that are slow compared to the relax-

ation times of the velocity distributions of the particles. Then, a fluid model of

the thermal plasma can be considered. If the phenomena to be described are also

slower than the relaxation time of pressure anisotropies, one may use the ideal MHD

equations. It should be stressed that the validity of ideal MHD extends far beyond

the above stringent conditions. For instance, MHD modes that do not compress

the plasma because of a strong magnetic field, will not in general disturb a thermal

velocity distribution.

In this Section, we will consider the guiding centre limit of the Vlasov equa-

tion. This limit consists of the negleil of the gyration phase of the charged particles.

Consequently, the velocity distribution functions fs are independent of the gyration

phase, and depend only on v.. and v±, the velocity components parallel and perpen-

dicular to the magnetic field. This approximation is valid if we consider processes

that are much slower than the gyration frequencies esB/ms of the particles, and if

the typical length scale is much larger than the Larmor radii m^v±/\es\B. In both

criteria, the ions are more restrictive than the electrons. In thermonuclear plas-

mas, especially hot ions such as a-particles may violate the latter criterion, having

Larmor radii of many centimeters.

The motion of the guiding centres of the particles parallel to B obeys a kinetic

equation, while the motion perpendicular to the magnetic field is governed by fluid-

like equations. For a clear derivation of these equations see Kulsrud [31,32]. There,

the ratio of mass and charge of the particles (m/e) is the small ordering parameter.

Following this approach, we introduce cylindrical coordinates in velocity space,

v — U± + v±{x cos <j> + y sin</>) + v..b , (7.12)

where x, y, and b form an orthonormal basis, and where we have defined

u, = ~r- (7-13)

In these cylindrical coordinates, we find

E + v x B = E^b — v±B(ycas<f> — x sin</>), (7.14)
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so that the Vlasov equation to lowest order in (m/e) becomes

E.,^-B^=0. (7.15)
11 di'n d<j>

Assuming that fs{v) = 0 for infinite velocities, it follows that both df3/d<f> and E^

are O(m/e).

It is convenient to replace the perpendicular velocity v± by the magnetic mo-

ment

which is an adiabatic constant of the particle motion. The first term in the Vlasov

equation can be expressed in the velocity coordinates u.., /x, and <f> according to the

transformation scheme

with

•5— = 6~o— ~\~ (x cos 4> -\- y sin <f>)~^-*— + (y cos <j> — x sin (f>)— ~,

a n d

Subsequently, we average over the phase angle <f>, and keep only the leading order

terms. From now on, we let fa denote the leading order part of the Vlasov dis-

tribution. Thus, fs does not depend on the phase angle. We obtain the following

guiding centre equations for s — i, e,

+ [vnUx.(b>Vb) + b.V{±Ul - ?B) + %-Et] | ^ . (7.17)

In obtaining the last line of this equation we have used the identity
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which is a consequence of Faraday's law,

dB
dt

= Vx(UxB). (7.18)

Since the magnetic moment \i is a constant of the motion of the particles in the guid-

ing centre approximation, fi occurs as a mere parameter in Eq. (7.17). Derivatives

of / s with respect to only five parameters, t, x, and u||? are involved.

We define the following moments of the distribution function,

na = fd\fa ; p = ^ m s n a , (7.19)

nsUs = Jd3vvfs (7.20)

P9 = ms !d\(v-Us){v-Us)fa ;P = J2Ps, (7-21)
J s

Qs =m!d3v(v-Us)(v-U3)(v-U3)fs ,Q
J

The macroscopic electric and magnetic fields are given by

s fd3vfa,
s J

f = -^xS, (7.23)

V'B = 0. (7.24)

In the guiding centre limit, the charge density and current density, which are the

sources of V>E and F x B i n Maxwell's equations, are of the order (m/e)"1 unless

we introduce the restrictions

sna = 0, (7.25)

(charge neutrality) and
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These equations together imply that the mass velocities of both particle species

are equal, Ui = Ue = U. It also follows that U±, as defined in (7.13), is the per-

pendicular component of this macroscopic velocity, Ux = U — U»bb. The charge

density V'E and the current density V X B are no longer given by the leading

order distribution functions fa. Furthermore we regard JJ and not E as a primary

variable. From Eq. (7.13) we obtain Ohm's law, E = —U X B. Thus, we obtain

the following closed set of guiding centre equations,

= ^(^x5), (7.18)

(7.17)

(7.24)

(7-25)

(7.27)

with U± given by Eq. (7.20) instead of (7.13). The last equation expresses momen-

tum conservation, and can be obtained directly from the Vlasov equation (7.11)

by applying the integration operator Jd?vm3(v — U), summing over both particle

species, assuming charge neutrality to all orders in (m/e), and neglecting the dis-

placement current dE/dt. By applying the same operator to the guiding centre

equations (7.17) for both species separately, we obtain only the parallel momentum

balance,

= 0, (7.27')

and fin equation for the parallel electric field,

F — I V naea \ V~" es i , rr p \
II ~ \ 2 - ^ m ) 2~< m O ( V ^ s )

S S 3 '3

= -~bV: {~Pf + -^Tpi) • (7-28)

Application of the operator Jd3vms to Eq. (7.17) yields the equations for mass
conservation for both particle species,

4- V*(n U) — 0 (7 oc\\
Q.^ \ •• \ -s-^ i ^ • v • • —• " ^ y
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The results of this Section can be summarized as follows. Equations (7.17), (7.18),

(7.24), (7.25), and (7.27) form a closed and consistent set, with the functions Ux, B,

and f3 as the primary variables. The pressure components axe given by Eq. (7.21),

the parallel velocity J7,, by Eq. (7.20), the parallel electric field E(| by Eq. (7.28),

and the current density by Ampere's law, j = V X B.

7.3 Energy conservation

We need one higher moment of the guiding centre equations in order to obtain an

equation of energy conservation. By applying the operator Jdh' ms(v — U)(v — U)

to Eq. (7.17), we obtain

8P
^f + V.(QS + UP3) + (i - bb)P3: vu - (i - 3bb)b.psb: vu - o. (7.30)

Since the guiding centre distribution functions fg(x,v,t) are independent of the

gyration phase, the pressure tensor has the following form,

lbb, (7.2)

where we have defined

(7.31)

U.b? . (7.32)

Furthermore, the heat flow tensor reads

Q = qjlb + bl + third transposition - 3666) + 2qj{bbb , (7.33)

where
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By working out Ps and Os, we see that Eq. (7.30) has only two tensor components,

proportional to / — 66 and 66,

(/ - 66) \ps± + 2ps±V»U - ps±b'(b'VU) + b>Vqs± + 2qs±V*b\

+bb[pH+PalV.U + 2patb.{b.'rU)

+ b'Vqsn + (qsn-2qsx)V*b\ = 0 . (7.34)

The trace of this equation is

= 0, (7.35)

where the scalar pressure p is

p = i t rP = \ Jd3vf\v - U\2 = i(2P i +P | |) , (7.36)

and the heat flow vector q is

q = Itr Q = \ jd3vf\v - U\2(v -U) = (2qx + <?„ )b .

Combining Eqs. (7.18), (7.27), and (7.29), we obtain the equation

= PIVU. (7.37)

which can be used to write the energy balance equation (7.35) in the form of a

conservation law,

= -V' ^U-P + \Up + \pUU2 + Bx(UxB)-gj. (7.38)

The (I — 66)-component of Eq. (7.34) yields the conservation laws for the ion and
electron magnetic moments,

Equations (7.38) and (7.39), which determine px and p.., are invariant under trans-

formations

<?x^<?x+ c l 5 2> 2<Zx + ?„ - • 2<?± + q, + C2B ,

where cx and c2 are constant on field lines. These transformations correspond to

non-thermal changes of f3 that do not affect the macroscopic fluid quantities.
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7.4 The one-fluid equations

In this Section, we will derive a set of fluid equations by truncating the series

of moments of the guiding centre equations. In this process we will distinguish

between general conditions that are necessary to obtain a fluid theory, and more

or less arbitrary conditions that are used to close the set of equations. Necessary

conditions arise because in a fluid theory, we wish to consider any plasma flow field

U(x,t), without any restrictions. We will require locality, which means that the

evolution in time of the nine basic fluid variables p, p.,, px, U, and B is determined

by the local values and spatial derivatives of those quantities. In Chapter 9, we

will show that this requirement in addition guarantees the existence of an energy

principle.

One necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a fluid theory of the

plasma can be derived from Eq. (7.37), which contains none of the quantities that we

want to eliminate, e.g., E.,, q, and single species quantities. We will use the fact that

the left-hand side is in conservation form. Let us consider a plasma perturbation

U that is localized in a bounded region R in space and time. The plasma is static

outside this region, and no magnetic flux passes through the spatial boundary. If we

integrate Eq. (7.37) over R, the left-hand side vanishes identically. The right-hand

side, however, will vanish only if the pressure components px and p., respond to the

perturbation U in a particular way. Since only the components of the tensor *VU

that are listed in Eqs. (7.3) occur in Eq. (7.4), we will consider only responses of

the pressure components of the form (7.8). The most general expression that yields

a vanishing integral over the region R and that is a linear combination of p and B,

as Eq. (7.4) requires, is of the form

where h is any quantity satisfying Eq. (7.7). We will write

where the factor ( — 1) in front of P'.VU is chosen such that Eq. (7.40) is equiva-

lent to (7.6). Following the arguments in Section 7.1, the quantity h must satisfy

Eqs. (7.9). Generally, this is possible only if the pressure components px and p..
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satisfy Eq. (7.10). As in Section 7.1, we will call the variable h the internal energy

density. The equation of energy conservation (7.35) takes the form

= 0. (7.41)

The one-fluid equations that we have derived so far are

p = —pV.U, (mass conservation) (7.42)

pU ~ j x B — V'P , (momentum conservation) (7.27)

^ =-VxE, (Faraday's law) (7.23)

/ 7 • • \ • (J / 1 \ i 7") Cs ( 1 \ / ' T r 7 " 7 O \

[h, p«, p±) = P~K~\h-, Piti Px) ~T~ &~An I ' ^ i i ' P± / ('•*•> '•°J

where

and where

E

j

P

V.B

dh
dp

h
P

dh
dB

= -U

= V

= p±

= 0,

P\\
~ p

p±

X

(1

—

B

xB,

B,

-bb) +

P\\

(Ohm's

(Ampere's

(Gauss'

law)

law)

law)

(7.43)

(7.44)

(7.2)

(7.24)

(7.9a)

(7.9b)

Although there is charge neutrality, we have V'E ^ 0 in general. This set of
equations should be completed with equations of state which give dp.. xdp and

In the last part of this Chapter we will briefly discuss some of the restrictions

these equations of state have to satisfy. An important consequence of the guiding

centre approximation is that both the parallel and perpendicular contributions to

q are parallel to B. That is why q,. and qx drop out of Eqs. (7.39) and (7.41) when

they are integrated over a plasma volume with a boundary tangent to the magnetic

field, i.e., a flux tube. In the limit of a narrow flux tube enclosing a field line, the

integration Jd3x becomes dtp J dl/B. This field line may be open, closed, cover

a flux surface, or fill a volume. In the case of a toroidal plasma we can consider

closed flux tubes so that surface contributions vanish altogether. Expressions of the
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form jdh- [dX/di + V-{UX)} can be written as (<I/dt)[]>/3:r .Y] when we consider

a field line while it moves with the fluid. From Eqs. (7.39) and (7.41) we obtain

the following conditions for periodicity of q± and q^ on any closed fiux tube, flux

surface, or field line,

&

Tliese equations state that the enthalpy h — | p and the magnetic moment p±/B

are conserved in every closed flux tube and on every closed magnetic field line.

In general, Eqs. (7.45) and (7.46) can be considered as global restrictions on the

velocity field. For instance, if one considers perturbations of a static equilibrium

with nested flux surfaces, the above equations give two conditions on every flux

surface.

There is, however, one set of equations of state that satisfies Eqs. (7.45) and

(7.46) automatically, the double adiabatic equations introduced by Chew, Gold-

berger, and Low (CGL) [33],

<7-«»

These double adiabatic equations can be obtained in the guiding centre limit of the

Vlasov equation by simply neglecting the heat flow Q. The CGL theory is valid

if there is no exchange between parallel and perpendicular thermal energy on the

time scales of interest so that the parallel and perpendicular thermal equilibria are

maintained independently.

Another limiting case is ideal MHD. This theory is specified by pressure isotropy

and an adiabatic equation of state,

a (£)- • • (^
In this limit, the internal energy is h = p/(j — 1). Equations (7.45) and (7.46)
imply that in ideal MHD, the quantities

( 7 - f ) p | and j > [ ( 7 - ! ) £ _ ! ] , (7.49)
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remain constant when integrated over a field line. Equation (7.45) is satisfied

automatically if the adiabatic constant, has the value 7 = f • Then, Eq. (7.41)

implies that the heat flow is divergence free, V .̂g = 0, so that q drops out of the

energy equation (7.38). However, Eq. (7.46) remains a restriction on the possible

fluid motion in toroidal configurations. Thus, in a collisionless plasma, the ideal

MHD theory requires that the pressure is kept isotropic during arbitrarj' parallel

and perpendicular compression of the plasma by differences between the parallel

heat flow q of parallel energy and the parallel heat flow qx of perpendicular energy.

The ideal MHD equations are valid if the parallel and perpendicular thermal motion

reach equilibrium on a much shorter time-scale than the time-scale of the processes

of interest. It is also justified if the processes that we wish to describe do not involve

differences in parallel and perpendicular plasma compression, or if there is no fast

compression at all.

We mention three other special values of the adiabatic constant 7. In the

extreme case that 7 = 0 we have p = h — 0, i.e., the internal energy density never

changes. In the other limit that 7 = 00 it follows that p = 0, V'U = 0, and h = 0.

In this case the plasma is incompressible. The third special case that we mention

here is the model with isotropic pressure and with an adiabatic constant 7 = 1.

In this case h — p\ogp is the Helmholtz free energy, and Eq. (7.39) indicates that

B-V(p/p) = 0, which means that the temperature remains constant on field lines.
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CHAPTER 8

Stationary equilibrium with
plasma rotation and anisotropic pressure

8.1 Introduct ion

For a plasma in a stationary equilibrium the MHD equations reduce to

(s.i)

B + V»P, (8.2)

0 = VxE, (8.3)

0 = V-B, (7.24)

0 = U.llV{k)_E±Vp+^LVB}, (8.4)

where

U.V(h,p±,p1i) = -jt{h,px,pi)U'Vp + -£g{h,p±,pn)U'VB, (8.5)

E^-UxB, (7.43)

j = V x B, (7.44)

P = PJ+Panbb. (7.2)

Equation (8.3) guarantees that the electric field is the gradient of an electrostatic

potential, E - V$. From Eq. (7.43) it follows (by Hopf's theorem, see Refs. [40]

and [41]), that U and B lie in nested toroidal equipotential surfaces in those parts

of the plasma where U X B does not vanish.

We will now discuss the implications of Eq. (8.4), which is the equilibrium

version of Eq. (7.6). As stated in Section 7.1, Eq. (8.4) determines h modulo terms

of the form prj, where rj(x,t) is any function that satisfies drj/dt = 0. We can choose

rj such that the parallel behaviour of h is

^ j ^ (8.6)
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The result is fhat the vector between square brackets in Eq. (S.4) is not only perpen-

dicular to [/, but also to B, ami therefore parallel to V<I> = —U X D. Introducing;

a given monotonic flux function S(<P) and a suitable scalar field T(x), we can write

- ) - ^Vp + ^VB = TVS(<P). (8.7)
/>J p2 pB

Since h/f) is identified with the internal energy per unit mass, we will use thermo-

dynamics nomenclature in Eq. (8.7). We will call the conserved quantity S($) the

entropy per unit mass on a flux surface, and T the associated temperature.

8.2 Axisymmetric equilibrium

In the case of axial symmetry, the restrictions (8.1), (S.3), (7.24), and (7.43) on U

and B imply that these vector fields can be written as

B = Vij' x V4> + FV(f>, (S.S)

U = £}B + R2QV<j>, (8.9)

where <f> is the toroidal angle, with l^^l = R"1. The difference between expressions

(8.8) and (2.1) for the magnetic field is that, here F is not a flux function. The

quantities / = /(</'), ^ = ^(V'K and the angular velocity

are constant on a flux surface. Equation (8.9) implies that on each individual flux

surface the mass flow pU can be decomposed into a divergence-free flow along B

and a rigid toroidal rotation of each flux surface. The only remaining equilibrium

equation is the momentum equation (8.2). Substitution of Eqs. (8.8) and (S.9)

yields the terms that are written out in Eqs. (E.4), (E.5), and (E.6) in Appendix E.

The total force density F is

F = pU-VU -j x B + V'P

- JIVR\ - Pi22RVR. (8.11)

We now consider the components of the momentum equation F — 0 in the directions

of V<j>, B, and VXJK These three components yield an equation for the poloidal

current., the enthalpy balance, and the Grad-Shafranov equation, respectively.
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8.3 Momentum balance in the toroidal direction

The inner product of V<$> with JF, given in Eq. (8.11). yields the toroidal component

of the momentum equation,

0 =

where

I(ii-) = F(l - £ - ^ f ) - R\ff>. (8.13)

The quantity / is a flux function because of Eq. (8.12). It is clear from Eq. (8.13)

that in the presence of pressure anisotropy or the combination of poloiual and

toroidal plasma rotation, the quantity F is not a flux function.

8.4 Momentum balance in the parallel direction

The inner product of B and F yields the momentum balance in the parallel direc-

tion,

0 = F-B

where we have used Eq. (8.7) and the property B'TVS — 0 to obtain the last line.

This equation shows that we have found a flux function

The fact, that the enthalpy H is conserved along magnetic field lines and stream

lines, is the Bernoulli law for magnetized plasmas with flows. Equation (8.15) shows

that in general the thermodynamic quantities p, h, p.. are not constant on a flux

surface.
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8.5 Momentum balance in the radial direction

The momentum balance perpendicular to the flux surfaces is obtained from the

radial component of the force density F,

where we have defined

_

* ~

and where

u2 = p& + 2fFQ_ + R2Q2

Using Eqs. (8.7), (8.13), and (8.15), we can write the equilibrium equation (8.16)

in terms of the flux functions /(?/"), H(ip), and S(ip). We obtain the generalized

Grad-Shafranov equation

0 -

Oil il—TT + PTi 1 T~n PJ- ~TT •

dtp dtp Rz dtp dtp

8.6 Axisymmetric guiding centre equilibrium

The poloidal variations of the quantities h, p(|, and px are governed by Eqs. (8.4)

and (8.5). The partial derivatives in Eq. (8.5) are coefficients which are not yet

determined, however. Here, we will not assume the validity of one of the equations
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of state discussed in Section 7.4. Instead, we will consider the full guiding centre

equations (T.17) in the case of axisyinnietric equilibrium with stationary flow.

Locally, the parallel electric field E.., which is given by Eq. (7.28), can be

written as the parallel gradient of a scalar potential,

En = -b.V$n . (8.19)

Since the magnetic field is divergence free, we can use Clebsch' representation B =

Va x V'3 to label magnetic field lines. Equation (7.18) implies that the field lines

are frozen in the fluid, so that we can choose a = 0 = fif. Again locally, the scalar

potential in Eq. (8.19) is defined modulo gauge transformations ^ —* $^ + V(a. ii).

The potential ^ of the parallel electric field is single-valued on a flux surface if we

have <f dl E^ = 0, where the integration path goes poloidally around the flux surface.

Inspection of Eqs. (7.10) and (7.28) shows that §dlE^ vanishes if Eq. (7.10) is

satisfied by Pe and Pi separately. Generally, this is not the case, and in the following

analysis it is nowhere required that <f.. is single-valued.

If closed magnetic surfaces exist (which is the case in axisymmetric equilib-

rium), a global Clebsch representation exists, i.e., one of the Clebsch coordinates

can be chosen single-valued. This coordinate, t/>, is a flux function. Since irra-

tional magnetic surfaces are covered by a single field line, there are only gauge

transformations of the form <?.. —> $,, + V{ip).

In the case of a rotating, axisymmetric plasma, it is convenient to make the

following change of variable in velocity space,

"„ - sa = yn-ViUt + Ea0, (8.20)

with

/ <

The quantity Es0 in the transformation (8.20) is the equilibrium value of

—-<P,, — -U . (8 "><>)

The equilibrium quantity Ut is defined as

Ut = £n, (8.23)
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which is the component parallel to B of the second t( MI. R1£2Vo. in expres-

sion (S.9) for the mass velocity. Due to axisyimnetry. we have the identi t ies (E.7

9). which will be used repeatedly in the following. Equat ion (E.7) s ta tes that

UL'(b'Vb) is a parallel gradient , so that its average value on a flux surface van-

ishes. <£<!! Ux'(b'Vb) = 0. T h e t ransformat ion (S.20) t ransforms Eq. (7.17) into

the following parallel kinetic equat ion for /_„(#, f . / / ,£„) .

(S.24)

In tin" case1 of axisymmetric equilibrium, this equation reduces to

which makes the velocity d is t r ibut ion constant on flux surfaces,

/„=/*(*'< -*•(<•)• (S-25)

For individual particles, the magnetic moment /< and the Hamiltonian ss are con-

served. When a particle moves around the torus, it experiences a change in Ea,

mainly due to the gradient of B. The parallel velocity of the particle changes ac-

cordingly, and if ea is smaller than the maximal value of Ea, the particle is trapped.

Therefore, trapped particles have a parallel velocity v^ = Ut at their turning points.

Thus, Ut may be interpreted as the orbit averaged value of the parallel component.

of the drift velocity QR of the banana orbits.

The symmetry of the solution (8.25) enables us to compute the quantities p.

p±. and p.. from Eqs. (7.19), (7.31), and (7.32). These equations and the equation

for charge neutrality (7.25) can be summarized in

(0, P, P±, P||) - J2 j f TV&
^ J J || t a

In axisymmetric equilibrium, the derivatives are -57 = U*V = —J5»T7. The trans-

formation (S.20) yields
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I'.sing this equation, the parallel gradient of the charge neutrality equation becomes

where the coefficients

C, AB. I'., v) = I dii B(tiB)' I dr.,-^-^ , (8.2S)
I I (/ ~

J J s

have the properties Ct , < 0 (assuming that df^/de^ < 0). and Cu ,C, , > C1
 !l.

These coefficients were first introduced by Grad [34]. Equation (S.27) is used to
linate Y7*? from the equations for the density and the pressure components.

*Vp = (p + C ( ) 1 )—g Cm)b'V(pt R ). (8.29)

Trn -Cn,b.V(^n'2R2). (8.30)

Here, U,. — Ut = —B. The coefficients Coo. C0] , and C\, are defined as

V e C y e C
(^( f l , l^. V') = E , m

a C , - + j i a -2 , (8.32)

l^s m^ *- a.*

and have the properties Ci} < 0 and C n C 0 0 > C^,. Equations (S.29-31) are com-

ponents of more general expressions for T7/). Vpx. and Vp.. given by Dobrott and

Greene [44]. From Eqs. (S.29-31) the coefficients for p± and p(| in Eq. (8.5) are

derived by eliminating b'V{^Q2R2),

(b.JJa)
Op L-oo

dP\\ (ff>\2

(8.33rf)
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These coefficients satisfy E<[. (7.10) and can therefore be used in the iiuid theory.

Generally speaking. Eq. (7.10) is satisfied by the coefficients (8.33a dj because they

are derived from equations which describe a eollisionless plasma, and brratiw th<-

expressions (7.S) of p± and /).. in terms of p and D are assumed to exist in the first

place.

8.7 Low-beta tokamak equilibrium with subsonic flow

We introduce an ordering in the small inverse aspect ratio e = -jz-, wlicre a is the

minor radius of the plasma and 7?0 is the radius of the magnetic axis. In a tokamak

we have

i^=<9U). (8.34)

Furthermore we have a low-beta ordering

d=^ = O{e2). (8.35)

We assume that the kinetic energy of the plasma due to rotation is at most of the

same order as the thermal energy, i.e.,

j ^ - = O(e2). (8.36)

This allows for pressure anisotropy of the same order as the total pressure. In

this treatment it is not necessary to adopt a more restrictive ordering. The above

orderings (8.34-36) agree with the dimensions of the quantities that are involved

in the sense that \Vij>\, p', {pU2)' ~ r as r —• 0. Here, a prime denotes the radial

derivative.

We consider with flux surfaces that have almost circular poloidal cross-sections.

In the above ordering we can repeat the description of the geometry of the flux

surfaces that is given in Appendix A. Equations (A.I) through (A.10) remain valid

in a rotating equilibrium. However, since F is not a flux function in the present

analysis, we have to rewrite Eqs. (2.2), (2.4), and (2.5),

( 8 - 3 8 )
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Thus, the Jacobiiin ./ = \V0 X T7^ ' becomes

In the Hux coordinates, we have

A* F Q ir2(F)2
 rr

The ^--expansions of the following quantities will be used.

/?-' - R2 fl - *>— cos 0 - <:>— - -^-_ i ' -—

F = Fo + F2(r) + F:{(r) cos 0 + O(eA ).

ioq

The quantities p, p p x , and pan can be written as

X = XQ(r) + X\(r)cos 9 + O{e2). (8.42)

Using this notation, the leading terms of F•VT<i>, which are 0(1). can be taken from

Eqs. (8.12) and (8.13),

0 = F3 + Fj-^ - ^ ( p M i l - 2-^Pan,0) + 2rRoff2. (S.43)

The leading order of F»B, which is O(e). is obtained from the second line of

Eq. (8.14),

0 = T f f ^ J T " y)+rPoROV2 +P,.x - i-Pan.O- (8-44)

The Grad-Shafranov equation (8.16) is ordered according to (in = 0)O(£°) +

cos dO{e) + O{e2). To leading order, we have
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Tin- e n s B O\ •') c o m p o n e n t o f E q . ' S . l G j i s

2 ^ { A V «-«,.s 6) = -FKF\- P\ARl + ?rIll)P\n - / ? , ; • , . , / ' - ' - /».,„„-. •-.•5C

From this equat ion we el iminate F : i . ;»,,„ , . ami /' , by iiu-aus of E q v < h.-l'-i

and ($.44).

^ < A V ros fi) = \F-{^)' + RM

\ ' ia tlu> metric tensor, given in Eq. (A.9), the Sliafranov shift _\(/-) vuU'is xht-

e<liulibrium (-(luation (S.41). Equation (S.47) yields an expression for the-

which is accurate to O(s2). Analogous to expression (2.15) we write

r q 2 - £ - [ ( } g { r ) + s(r) + ± ] . (S.4Sj[ £ [ g ]

Here we have defined a generalized poloidal beta.

2i{^+p*+pu2) • (S-49)

which is a measure for the total kinetic energy inside a given flux surface, in excess

of the average kinetic energy on that bounding surface. Therefore, 3g is a measure

for the kinetic energy that is accessible to internal modes.

In order to calculate the poloidally dependent parts of p, p x . and/JB. the kinetic

description in Section 8.6 is needed. To leading order. Eqs. (S.29-S.31) yield

Pi = -k-(Po + Coi - C

j.,i = ^-( 2P x ,o + Cn - CQiH ) , (8.50)

jr
These quantities do not enter the expression for the Shafranov shift, but they will

be needed in the m = 1 stability analysis in Chapter 10.
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CHAPTER 9

Linear stability, the energy principle

9.1 Introduction

In this short Chapter, the linearized versions of the one-fluid equations are nnmid-

ered. in order to describe perturbations of MHD equilibria with stationary muss

How. An important property of the set of MHD equations. (7.23). (7.24). 17.27j.

( 7.9). and (7.42 AS), is the existence of a Hamilton principle. Such a principle exists

because the MHD equations describe only reversible processes, i.e.. the entropy is

conserved. The Hamilton principle is a convenient basis for a stability analysis of

static as well as of rotating plasma equilibria. From the Hamilton principle one can

derive [32] a conserved energy, an energy principle concerning the stability of static

equilibria, and the self-adjointness of the energy functional in the case of equilib-

ria with stationary flow. In both cases, a sufficient condition for stability can be

derived [38].

9.2 The energy principle

The linearized one-fluid equations can be obtained by considering an infinitesimal

displacement £(x, t) of the plasma. The Lagrangian perturbations of the ten plasma

variables t / , p, B, h, pf|, and p± are

bU ~ dt '

6p = - p S ,
(9.1)

x ) = sP-gz(h, Pv Px) + 6B-Qjj(h, pv p±)

Here, the perturbed velocity 6U is basic, and the other perturbed quantities follow

from the one-fluid equations. Only the momentum balance equation has not been
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used here: it yields the equation of motion for £. In order to obtain the Eulerian

perturbation bX of a quantity A', we have to take into account the coordinate shift

due to th< perturbation £ as well. For an arbitrary quantity A' we have

bX EE bX + X(x - O - x(x) = bX - £»VX . (9.2)

The invariant action for the one-fluid equations can be expressed in terms of the

internal energy density /i,

5 - fd3x Lit (±PU2 - \B2 - h) . (9.3)

The Eulerian variation of this action integral is

frK+ / d:\r / dt JL(pU»t) + surface terms. (9.4)

The expressions between brackets vanish because of Eqs. (7.42), (7.27), and (7.9),

respectively. This proves that the action is invariant modulo surface terms and mod-

ulo differences between the initial and final configurations. Hereafter, the internal

energy density h will not be used anymore.

In order to derive a quadratic energy functional, an adjoint displacement

£A{x, t) is introduced, which is considered to be independent of the displacement £.

It is sufficient to assume that b£A = bA£. Then, it follows that the Lagrangian per-

turbations of all quantities in (9.1) are independen . i.e., that bbA — bAb. Using

b = b — f'̂ 7, it is easily seen that the Euleriaii peiturbatioiis b and bA are com-

muting operators too. The second variation of the action is

bbAS = bAbS = \d\ fdt£A.b\j x B - V.P - p^-}

— — I (pT I dt fA'\n(— 4-U*V\2 £ — F(P\\ (()r\\
J J

where

Fit) = kj *B)-V.bP + V.(pt^)

j x B -£V-P -bP). (9.6)
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The second line in this equation is obtained by applying Eq. (7.27). Our defi-

nition of F(£) differs from the definition in Eq. (2G) of Ref. [38] by the Hermi-

tian term p[U»V)2£. The continuity equation (7.42) implies that the operator

j>(d/dt + C/'V7)" is self-adjoint. Therefore, and since b and fiA commute, the force

operator F is self-adjoint.

Euler's equation

(j ) Q, (9.7)

and its adjoint equation

jt 2 A A ) = 0, (9.S)

are obtained by variation of (9.5) with respect to £A and £, respectively. They are

the linearized versions of the momentum balance equation (7.27).

We are interested in the stability analysis of stationary equilibria. Therefore

we will consider normal mode solutions to Eq. (9.7),

t(x,t) = &x)eiu" , (9.9)

where u> is complex in general. By taking the complex conjugate of Eq. (9.7) and

subsequently replacing LO* by u> again, one can show that the adjoint displacement

ZA(x,t) = C(x)e-i»t, (9.10)

satisfies Eq.(9.8). If we write the action as 6A6S — 2fdt L, the Lagrangian L(£A,£)

is time-independent in the case of normal modes,

L(£*{x),$(x))=K-6W, (9.11)

where the kinetic energy is

(9.12)
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and the potential energy is

jxB-6P-£V'P)\. (9.13)

In Appendix D it is shown that Eq. (7.10) is a necessary and sufficient condition to

bring 6\V in a self-adjoint form. By applying Eq. (7.10) to Eq. (D.7), 6W can be

written in the following self-adjoint form,

\SB\2-jx

+ (Pan +

Strictly speaking, self-adjointness of the energy functional (9.13), or equivalently,

hermiticity of the force operator (9.6) is guaranteed by the fact that [6, SA] = 0,

and by the equations that make 6S (9.4) vanish.

9.3 Parallel momentum balance

In this Section the variation of the Lagrangian (9.11) with respect to a component a

of £ parallel to B will be considered. We repeat the decomposition (3.12),

£ = £p + a B , Zp-V<f> = Q. (3.12)

The inner product of Euler's equation (9.7) with B yields the equation for the

parallel momentum balance,

pB'(-jt + U'V)2S-B'F = 0, (9.15)

where F(£) is given in Eq. (9.6). The term B»F has been worked out in Ap-

pendix D. The result is

B.F = SB.p^f - B-V6pn +p a n JB.F(^) + Sp^b-VB. (9.16)
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Expressions for the quantities dp f>pan. and bD can bo found in Appendix D. The

parallel momentum balance* equation becomes

0 = pB'i-jj; + U-V)\ + (

{b'VB)\
I UJLJ Uf> J

(9.17)

This equation can also be obtained by varying the Lagrangian with respect to a*.

With the decomposition (3.12), Eq. (9.17) becomes

0 = pB- ( ^ + U-V)2£p + (B.V$p - BV.£p).pU.VU

{jt + U.V) - B.V(p-p-) B'

+ [(b-VB)B-V(B^) - p^B-V(b-VB) -

. (9.18)

This equation will be solved in the next Chapter after making some approxima-

tions. If this equation is actually solved for a, the solution ctmjn(£p) minimizes the

Lagrangian (9.11) at fixed £p. When minimized with respect to a, the Lagrangian

is a function of £p only.

Lmin(SP,CP) = L(Zp,t;)-L(aminB,a*minB), (9.19)

A similar step was performed in Appendix B.I in going from Eq. (B.12) to (B.13).

As in Section 3.2, the potential energy 8W will be divided into a part which (like
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the kinetic energy A") depends on a, and a part which does not. Accordingly, the

energy functional (9.19) is decomposed as follows,

where

(9.20)

(ft + U-V)a\2 - \B.Va\2p dp

p\a\2 \\U-VB\2 -

\2 [{b.VBfB^f + B.V(b.VB)\a\

(9.21)

u = 1 Jdh

" (Pa

(9.23)

The analogy with the decomposition in Chapter 3 is that Lj may be compared

with {K-tW){aB), Lu with (K-W)(£p), and Lm with -6W($p). This analogy
does not uniquely determine the decomposition into Z-JJ and £JU, however.

In the contributions Lj and Ln, the four coefficients of the perturbed pressure

components Sp± and 6p.. occur. In the contribution Lul similar coefficients arise

due to the equilibrium gradient b»Vp±. Both sets of coefficients are denoted in the

same way, as partial derivatives 6/dp and d/dB of p± and p(|. Indeed, in fluid

theories like MHD or CGL theory, these coefficients are independent of the kind

of motion that is described. In the guiding centre approximation, however, the

values of the coefficients of 6p± and <$p(( generally will depend on the mode that is
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considered. The guiding centre equations yield the values (S.33) for the equilibrium

coefficients, while the coefficients of bp± and bp,, in Eq (9.1) will be calculated in

the next Chapter for the case of an m = 1 mode.
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CHAPTER 10

Application to the ideal m = 1 mode

10.1 Leading order description of the m = 1 mode

In this Chapter, a theory of the ideal m = 1 internal kink mode in a rotating plasma

with anisotropic pressure will be presented. Since the m = 1 kink instability of

static equilibria with isotropic pressure was treated in detail in the first part of this

thesis, we will follow that approach as far as possible.

As in the static MHD case, the magnetic energy i Jd3x\SB\2 in the energy

functional is dominant, O(e°). We will see that effects due to plasma rotation,

pressure anisotropy, and the equation(s) of state of the plasma on the energy func-

tional are O(e4). Therefore, the minimization steps that reduce the energy from

O(e°) to O(e4) will be the same as in the case of a static MHD equilibrium. These

steps are presented mainly in Section 3.3. In this Section, the results of Chapter 3

that remain valid in the presence of plasma rotation and pressure anisotropy will

be briefly presented. In Section 10.4, the minimization of the energy contribution

Z.in will be performed more carefully, in order to obtain the correct O(e4) expres-

sion. This expression consists of the terms (3.50-52) plus terms that originate from

presure anisotropy and rotation.

In this Section, we will merely establish the leading order properties of the

eigenfunction £p(x) and thus define the m = 1 mode. We adopt the ordering of

equilibrium quantities of Section 8.7. The plasma rotational energy and the pres-

sure anisotropy are of the same order (low-/?) as the total pressure. Therefore,

contributions from plasma rotation and pressure anisotropy to the energy func-

tional are of the same order as the terms due to plasma compression and inertia.

These terms contribute to C(e4) in LY (9.21) and to O(e2) in Lu (9.22). The energy

term £ I i r , which does not contain the parallel displacement a(x), is O(eQ). This

term gives the leading order Euler equation, 6B = O(e2), from which it follows
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that

v-Z^jjtp-vn + o^). (lo.i)

With this equation, the integral L{[ also reduces to O(e4 ). We make a contravariant

dcscomi)osition of £ in terms of the flux coordinates (r. #), and define the compo-

nents £ and \ by

^ (^ + ̂ 0 ) . (10.2)

This is a generalization of the decomposition (3.14) to the case that F is not a flux

function. In this contravariant notation, Eq. (10.1) becomes

^.(r0 + % = O(e2). (10.3)

In terms of the poloidal Fourier harmonics of £, this equation becomes

(>•£,„)'+ nn\m = O(62). (10.4)

At this stage, the terms in the energy functional which provide the coupling between

equal poloidal harmonics are O(e2), while the coupling is O(e3) for harmonics with

poloidal mode numbers that differ by 1. Therefore, we can consider a mode which

is dominantly an m. — 1 harmonic,

(^(ar), \(*)) = U(r), \(r))eii0-n^ + O(e). (10.5)

As in the case of static MHD equilibrium, the largest term in the energy is given

by Eq. (3.42). This term is O{e2). Again, minimization yields

O , ^ ) , (10.6)

which implies the ordering relation (3.43). This relation reduces Lm to O(e4), and

leads to different sub-orderings in different parts of the plasma, depending on the

(/-profile (see Fig. 1 in Chapter 4).

Every time the t-ordering is encountered, the toroidal geometry of the equi-

librium plays a role in the considered quantities: Quantities that, are measured in

the same units will be of the same order if they have the same poloidal harmonics,
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or if the difference of their poloidal mode numbers Am is even. Every difference

Am = ±1 yields a factor t. Furthermore, the e ordering actually keeps track of the

radial dependence of quantities. If the ratio of two quantities goes to a non-zero

constant on the magnetic axis (r —> 0), the orders of these quantities differ by an

even integer. Finally, the orders of vectors in the toroidal direction and vectors in

the poloidal plane always differ by an odd integer. These three "selection rules"

imply that really comparable quantities, such as two energies, can only differ by

even powers of £.

The following leading order properties of £ will be frequently used.

O(e2),

36

O(e), (10.8)

(10.9)

According to the "selection rules", the largest neglected terms in these equations

have other poloidal mode numbers than the leading order terms.

So far, we have indicated how the total energy (9.20) will be minimized to

O{eA). In order to express Lj in terms of £ it is necessary to solve Eq. (9.18).

Since we will neglect O(e6) contributions to the energy, ctmin(£ ) needs to be cal-

culated to leading order only. This will be done in the next Section in the one-fluid

approximation, without using explicit equations of state. In Section 10.3, omin will

be calculated in the guiding centre approximation. Though the algebra of the fluid

approximation will be used, the fluid approximation itself will not be valid anymore,

because the coefficients in (7.8) are mode-dependent then.

In Section 10.4, Lm will be expressed in the equilibrium quantities of Chapter 8

and in the vector components of £ . In Section 10.5, the low-/? tokamak ordering

of the equilibrium and the m = 1 ordering of £ will be employed to minimize

Lm to C(e'1). In Section 10.6, the full dispersion relation will be derived from

i j + Ljj + ifji- Finally, in Section 10.7, this result will be applied to the case

of a simple class of equilibria, which exhibits purely toroidal rotation, pressure

anisotropy and differences between ion and electron pressures.
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10.2 The parallel displacement

In this Section, we will solve Eq. (9.18) using the ordering discussed in the intro-

duction. The parallel displacement ftmjn(£p) will be computed to leading order and

will be substituted in the energy contribution (9.21) in order to obtain Li(^p^p).

We observe that the terms in lines 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 of Eq. (9.18) all are

proportional to parallel derivatives B-V of scalar equilibrium quantities. Therefore

they are O{e) smaller than the terms in lines 1, 2, and 5. To leading order, Eq.(9.18)

gives

0 = PB.{£t + U.V)2£p + p(B-V£p -

. (10.10)

Using Eqs. (10.5), (10.8), and (10.9), we write

^S >pZp x <£, (10.11)

where we have defined the poloidal and toroidal rotation frequencies

u, -
p ~ PoR-U'

(10.12)

The first term in Eq. (10.10) can now be written as follows,

BR2QV</»Vb) + O(e)

^ O(e)

O(e). (10.13)
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The nrxt term in Eq. (10.10) is evaluated in Appendix E. It is given to leading

order in Eq. (E.G). Using Eqs. (10.1) and (10.GL the second line in Eq. (10.10J can

he written as

The sum of contributions (10.13), (10.14), and (E.G) is

] (10-15)

which is easily evaluated to leading order using expression (10.7). Next we consider

the last line in Eq. (10.10), which contains the leading order contributions from the

parallel displacement a to the parallel momentum balance. Neglecting O{c). the

last line of (10.10) becomes

(10.16)

From substitution of expression (10.7) in (10.15) it is clear that the m = 0, 2 har-

monics of Eq. (10.10) are dominant. The parallel displacement is found by setting

the sum of the expressions (10.15) and (10.16) equal to zero. The result is

a(x) = Q0(r)e-ir!^ + a2{r)ei(29-in<t>) + O(e), (10.17)

where a0 and a2 are given by the equations

an = i B dp.. '
(ui — nwt)

2R% — n2-^-
, . / (10-18)

a2 =
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aini where

E, = 2U< + 2 ^ - n^U',R2o + (j{ ~ ") (< nl + ̂  + "^f) -

The dominant contributions of «milI to the liiiiiiinizcd Lagran^ian (9.20) are m the

first line of expression (9.21). The other contributions are O(c') smaller. Substitu-

tion of Eqs. (10.18) in (9.21) yields

dp

so that

Neglected terms are O(e&).

10.3 Guiding centre description of the m = 1 mode

The energy contributions Lx and L n , given by Eqs. (10.20) and (9.22), contain

the coefficients dp9 x/dp and dp^ JdB from the expressions (7.8) for p'± and p ( .

These coefficients are not known in this stage, because we have not yet specified

and justified a particular equation of state. We will see that the equilibrium values

of these coefficients, which are computed in the guiding centre approximation in

Section 8.6, are not valid for perturbations such as the internal ?n = 1 mode.

In this Section, the coefficients of p x , p^ will be derived in the guiding centre

approximation for the particular case of the m = 1 mode. This turns out to be
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possible because on lv a leading order conn jut at ion of L$ -4- L^ i* required. I h»-r«*f«<i«-.

the coefficients dp^ ±/df> and 0pn ±/0D are needed to leading order only Th«-s<-

eoefhcients will be obtained by computing th<- perturbed guiding centre distribution

functions p/ s from the linearized guiding centre equations. The dominant pans of

these equations are m = 1 harmonics which do not provide the required infoniui*ion

about ep±($p) and 6pA£p)- However, to next order in z. the linearized guiding

centre equations consist dim — 0 and m = 2 harmonics which yield expressions for

e/>x and 6pn

It is crucial that these calculations require only knowledge of £ to lowest order.

and. conversely, that Lj + L^ does not affect £ to lowest order. Therefore, the

approximate equations (10.6 9), which depend on the ordering (10.5). can be used

freely.

In order to linearize the guiding centre equations, we start from the full guiding

centre equations (8.24) for fa(t,x,fi,£s). It appears to be convenient to consider

the Eulerian perturbation 6 = 6 — £>V of this equation, since 6 commutes with

V and d/dt. We will use Eqs. (9.1) to express the Eulerian perturbations of the

quantities Ux, b, and B in Eq. (8.24) in terms of the displacement £. The per-

turbed parallel potential £<$.. will be eliminated from the linearized guiding centre

equations later. The equilibrium quantities Ut and Es0 are not perturbed, so that

we have 6Ut = 0, 6Es0 = 0, and therefore 6vn = 0. It is convenient to consider the

Lagrangian perturbation 6fg of the guiding centre distribution. The full guiding

centre distribution is

fs = f3W,n,e3)-t-Vfa(i(,,ii,es) + 6f3(t,x,n,£s), (10.21)

where /a(0,/x,e s) is the axisymmetric equilibrium distribution of Section 8.6. The

linearized guiding centre equations are

- b-VUt)

n - U t ) ^ . (10.22)

Here, we have used the fact that Ve3 = 0. As a consequence,

_ v^VUt-VEs0
= v. - Ut •
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N o n e of i he p e r t u r b e d q u a n t i t i e s d e p e n d s o n 'h<- c o m p o n e n t of £ p;ir;tl]«'l t o th«-

m a g n e t i c field. T h e -:-ordering of t h e e q u i l i b r i u m q u a n t i t i e s a n d t h e //' ~ 1 per tur-

b a t i o n y i e ld s

± + L',tb = /U< - nUMj, - bb*£p) + (b- 0 ) / ? < ? ' £ , + Oi-:1).

a n d

Sul)sritution of these expressions in Eq. (10.22) yields

(10.24)
q ' '•• J ' " ' ' O£s ' '

Here we have applied expression (10.23) for Ft>(). Equation (10.24) is dominated

by the m = 1 harmonic of the first term. The 77? = 0 and m = 2 harmonics, which

dominate the second term, contribute to next order. In the expression 8ES —

fidD + (cs/m3)8$9 - ^UX*6U±, the last term is C(t3), but will be retained in this

Section. The first term is O(e) and has only m — 0, 2 harmonics in that order, the

m — 1 harmonic being O(s2). The same ordering is valid for the second term. or.

more precisely, for B*V(6<P,,). This can be understood by considering the linearized

version of the charge neutrality equation, 0 = <*> X!? es fdl*BJdv^fs. This equation

ijnplies that the following expansion of the perturbed guiding centre distribution

can be made,

, n * ) + C ? ( f 2 ) , ( 1 0 . 2 5 )
m =0, 2

where / , 0 and fs2 are O{e). Substitution of expression (10.25) in (10.24) yields

two O{e) equations for the rn — 0 and m = 2 harmonics. Since all these consider-

ations apply to a mode near m = 1 resonance, the operator 6*^ = i(m/q — n)/R

is certainly invertible for m = 0 and m. = 2 harmonics. Substitution of (10.25) in

Eq. (10.24) and application of (6'V7)"1 yields the two equations

]?&, m = 0 ,2 , (10.26)
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where we have defined the resonant velocities

\l — LO

•Ro, m = 0, 2 . (10.27)
n

q

This equation can be used to compute the Lagrangian variations of the charge and

mass densities and the pressure components, given in Eq. (8.26). The Lagrangian

variation of the parallel velocity is 6v« = £>Vv^. Contributions of Sv^ to fifdv^ v™ fs

cancel with contributions of the m = 1 component of fa to O(e2), i.e.,

m=0,2

Variation of the four components of Eq. (8.26) yields

T%t,'VR) , (10-28)

6p =
s s

~ ' • ' * > (10.29)

(io.3O)

— — O

SPl = (£/,, - Umf{8p - p6-£) +pJ-§-+ P{\bVl + ffi'VR) • (10-31)

The above equations apply to the m = 0 and m = 2 harmonics of the perturbed

quantities separately, the resonant velocities Um being different in both cases. The

newly defined coefficients

(10.32)
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are also different for different poloidal harmonics. The charge neutrality equa-

tion (10.2S) can be used to eliminate 6$.. from the equations for 8p and 8p±. The

resulting equations are

bP = (P + C0UmM - {\6Ul + ̂ $p'VR)C00,m . (10.33)

6P± = (2Px + C l l i m ) ^ - {\8V'i + ^ p . P 7 ? ) C n i , n - (10-34)

where the coefficients C^ m have definitions similar to C- in Section 8.G,

£—ts s i
sCt+j,s,mij.miB, l t , V) = E s

 msCt+j,s,m ~2 " • (10.3o)

Because of mass conservation, 8p = —pV»£, Eq. (10.33) is an equation for <*(£_),

:(p-C0Um-Coo,mUl). (10.36)

These values of a0 and a2 shouldof course be equal to the values given in Eqs. (10.18).

This is the case because the latter values are solutions to the parallel momentum

equation (9.15), which is the linearized version of Eq. (7.271), which itself is a

moment of the guiding centre equation (7.17). Therefore, the parallel momentum

equation (9.15) can be obtained from the linearized guiding centre equation (10.22).

Effectively, the parallel momentum equation which follows from Eq. (10.22) is

Eq. (9.17) with the coefficients 5p(| ±/dp and dpn JdB computed in the guiding

centre approximation. These coefficients, which now depend on the poloidal and

toroidal mode numbers and on the frequency, follow from Eqs. (10.31), (10.33),

and (10.34) to the required order,

(10.37)
_ o « J_ n — (~ ±- f \ Oi'm

dB '
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With these values, Eqs. (10.18) are indeed equivalent to Eq. (10.36). The energy

contribution due to the parallel motion (10.20) now becomes

I n — C — C T12\2
i c, |2 \r ^01,0 '-'oo.o^O/1

oo,o

^00,2

Xext. we apply the results (10.37) to the energy contribution Lu. Formulas (10.6-

9) may be used to obtain the dominant terms from expression (9.22). Again, the

coefficients (10.37) apply only to m = 0 and m = 2 poloidal harmonics. Then, in

the sum Ll + Ln all terms with Coo m in the denominator cancel. This sum becomes

(10.39)

where it is recalled that U,, = u>tR0 to lowest order.

This Section finishes with a brief comparison of the results of the guiding centre

description of the m = 1 mode and the guiding centre description of axisymmetric

equilibrium. Comparing the coefficients given in Eq. (8.33) with those in Eq. (10.37)

together with the respective definitions (8.28) and (10.32), it is clear that all dif-

ferences can be traced back to the difference between the resonant velocities Ut

(8.23) and Um (10.27). The resonant velocity Um and the coefficients (10.37) will

be equal to the equilibrium values if u = 0 and n = 0. The equilibrium values are

also reobtained for high poloidal mode numbers, m —> oo. Therefore, we may write

10.4 The perturbed motion in the poloidal plane

This Section concerns the energy functional Lul, given in Eq. (9.23). For an ar-

bitrary displacement function £p, the term \SB\2 in the integrand of Eq. (9.23) is
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dominant. O(s°). Contributions due to plasma rotation and pressure anisotropy

arc small, at most O[s4), so that minimization of the O(e°) and O{e2) terms of

tlit* energy is the same as the minimization in Section 3.3 for the m = 1 instability

of static MHD equilibria. In Sections 10.4 and 10.5 we will closely follow the steps

that where performed in Chapter 3. In the present Section an expression for Lin

in terms of flux coordinates will be given, and will be compared with the MHD

expression (3.23) for SW.

While the integrals Ll and Ln are manifestly self-adjoint from the beginning,

the integral LiU is not. The derivation of a self-adjoint form of LiU requires inte-

gration by parts, the decomposition (10.2) of £ into the flux coordinates (r, 9), and

the representation (8.8) of the axisymmetric magnetic field. In terms of £ and \ ,

the perturbed toroidal magnetic field component is

r < « » F [ B ? ( r « + &] - ( l a 4 0 )

while the total perturbed magnetic field 6B = V x (£ X B) becomes

(10.41)

It takes many manipulations to bring the integrand of £JU>

-\SB\2 +j

in a manifestly self-adjoint form. These steps are presented in Appendix F. The

final result is

m

f F2

= 7T jdrddr-^-
J Mo

•**"}

K X'\ U2(F>2 Or
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e-f IxI2

(10.42)

Here, we have defined the spatial derivatives of the covariant basis vectors,

e , , = i r i r = -Ir-, w i t h e t I = e H . (10.43)

Before we minimize the energy functional, we will briefly compare expression (10.42)

with the analogous expression (3.23) for 6W(£p) in the static MHD case. It is

obvious that the contributions proportional to (j X B — Vpx), dpx/d9, and dFjdO)

in Eq. (10.42) are not present in expression (3.23). Furthermore, one should bear in

mind that the isotropic pressure p in the static MHD case cannot be generalized to

p± in the present considerations. Comparing the equations (A.15) and (8.48) for the

respective Shafranov shifts, one sees that to lowest order, the correct generalization

is p —• \{p± -f-/>n + pU2). The generalized version of 0 has already been defined

in Eq. (8.49). To the required order, we have listed here all the differences between

expressions (3.23) and (10.42). These differences will be calculated explicitly in the

next Section, in order to derive a generalization of the functional 6WX£j,£2)> given

in Eqs. (3.52-54).

10.5 Ordering and minimization of LU1

Formally, the minimization to 0(£4) of Lul (10.42) is completed by imposing Eqs.

(10.4), (10.5), and (10.6). In terms of poloidal harmonics, the resulting functional

consists of various coupling terms between £k and £;*. The coupling between €t

and £|" is O(e4), while the coupling between £j and £J, ££ is C(£3)- In all these

coupling terms, contributions due to plasma rotation and pressure anisotropy are
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to be expected. Only the couplings between £t), £(* and £.,, ££> which are C7(f2),

obviously are the same as in Chapter 3. In order to obtain the minimized energy

to O{s'1). the m — 1 harmonic of Eq. (10.4) is needed to higher order,

+ O{e3) cos e + O(64). (10.44)

This equation is almost identical to Eq. (3.45).

Our aim is to obtain an expression for the energy as a function of £, and £2

similar to the expression given in Eqs. (3.50-52) in Part 1, assuming that minimiza-

tion with respect to £0 can be performed algebraically. In order to compare our

results with Eqs. (3.50-52), we have to express

and ^ L = ^

in terms of the Shafranov shift -A(r)..

(10.45)

As compared to the static isotropic case, factors (pan 0 + (>0UQ )' appear in all places

where the radial derivatives of p±, (F>, and F occur in Eqs. (10.42) and (10.44).

In particular, the term

in Eq. (10.42) should be noted, since it contributes to the O{e3) coupling of £j with

the rn = 0,2 harmonics. Contributions to the coupling between equal harmonics

are O{e4).

Other contributions to I , , , due to plasma rotation and pressure anisotropy

enter expression (10.42) via

and ^ ^-F^sm 9, (10.47)
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where p± 1 and F3 are given in Eqs. (8.50) and (8.43), respectively. The remaining

differences between Lni (10.42) and 6W (3.23) are all in the last term of (10.42),

which is proportional to j X B — Vp±. The component of j X B — Vpx, denoted

by (j X B)p — Vp±, can be expanded to powers of e by taking the projection of F,

which is given in Eq. (8.11), onto the poloidal plane. Using Eqs. (8.12), (8.13), and

the observation that

(j x B)p + \VB2 = - g ( - ^ F r + VR)

one finds

(10.48)

Here, the V^-terms contribute to O(e3) in the Am = ±1 coupling, while the Vr-

terms are O{£4) and contribute to the coupling between £j and £^.

Collecting all new Am = ±1 terms from (10.46) and (10.48), one finds the

O(eli) expression

- 2iX*2

+ (fi - ix-t )r&' + adjoint termsj . (10.49)

These terms all vanish to O(e5) because of Eq. (10.4). Therefore, the "toroidal"

coupling between the m = 1 harmonic and the m — 0, 2 harmonics is the same as

in the case of a static MHD equilibrium. Again, we have the algebraic minimiza-

tion (3.47) with respect to \ 0 , and the coupling term 6W(£2i£*) given in Eq. (3.51).

To collect all O(eA) coupling terms between £j and £* is an elaborate task that

is susceptible to errors. By applying several bookkeeping schemes, the following

terms are found in addition to the static MHD term $W(£1,£*) given in Eq. (3.52),

Lul = -SW

Cn + 2C0iR
2
0f2

2

(10.50)
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where 6W is given by Eqs. (3.50-52). The total energy functional T-i

the sum of the following contributions L{ + Lu, given by Eq. (10.39), and L1I(

in Eq. (10.50). When the ordering relation (10.47) is taken into acount, and the

toroidal mode number n = 1 is chosen, the above contributions add up to

A'{\

3(1 - m [(A' -^)r%} + adjoint

where we have defined

Kx = ^(u; + u;p - m)2i2g + ±C(u>Ro) + \C{2Q
2Z

q^RQ) - \C{QR0), (10.52)

K2 = Px + pt - i (1 - l)pa n

p , (10.53)

and

C(Um) = p(Um + t/,,)2 - CUim - 2C0hmU2
m - C00,mU4

m . (10.54)

Thus, the guiding centre calculations in Sections 8.6 and 10.3 yield only three

quantities that are relevant for the m = 1 mode. These are the functions C(V)

given in (10.54), where V takes three values: the rigid rotation velocity QR0 of

the flux surfaces, and the resonant velocities Uo and U2 for the components of the

motion a0 and a2- For a given resonant velocity F, the function C(V) depends

only on the radial coordinate r. The function can be expressed directly in terms of

the equilibrium guiding centre distribution,

C(V) = p(V + Un)
2 - £ 5 m3C2}a(V) + ^ ' e f 1 | < ( ^ , (10.55)
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where

10.6 The dispersion relation

In this Section we will present the dispersion relation which follows from expres-

sion (10.51) after the minimization procedure outlined in Chapters 4 and 5. The

dispersion relation (5.24) was derived by dividing the plasma volume into regions

where different orderings for q — 1 are valid. The same method will be used to de-

rive a dispersion relation from the energy functional (10.51). In the case of a static

MHD equilibrium, this energy functional reduces to the sum of expression (4.1)

and the second term in expression (B.13). The latter contribution was neglected in

Chapter 5. When expressions (4.1) and (10.51) are compared, it is seen that due

to plasma rotation and kinetic effects, the contribution p0Muj2R^ is replaced by

A'j, defined in Eq. (10.52). This change can readily be absorbed in a redefinition

of the quantity T2 (4.2). This quantity enters the dispersion relation (5.24) via the

definitions (5.11) and (5.22).

Another important modification of the energy functional in the static MHD

case concerns the second term in Eq. (B.13), which was neglected in Chapters 4

and 5. In Eq. (10.51), this term is replaced by a term that is proportional to dK2/dr,

with K2 defined in (10.53). This term gives a contribution ir2 J^~ dr r2\^c\
2K2(r)/RQ

to the energy in the central part (r < r_) of the plasma, which can be treated in the

constant-£j approximation presented in Sections 4.2 and 5.3. The contribution of

K2 to the energy in the q = 1 layer, however, cannot be incorporated in the leading

order calculation of Chapter 4. An additional assumption about the smallness

of K2(r+) — K2{r__) is required in order to have the ordering

(10.57)

If this is the case, the contribution (10.57) can be added to the energy E^ in

Eq. (4.34), and can be treated as outlined in Appendix C. The term (10.57) is

mainly caused by gradients of the density and the plasma rotation velocity across

the q % 1 layer. Summarizing, the methods of Chapters 4 and 5, which involve the
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subdivision of the plasma shown in Figure 1, can be applied to the energy functional

given in Eq. (10.51), if the additional condition (10.57) is added.

The final result of this Chapter is the leading order dispersion relation

EnEoo-E%2 = 0, (10.58)

where

dr '

Here, the constants A± are defined in Eq. (5.23), s(r) is defined in (2.17), and the

constants Si are

Si= ^ T ^ 5 5 - ^ - (10-6°)

The generalized poloidal beta, /?s(r), is defined in Eq. (8.49) and is related to the

Shafranov shift (8.48). The above equations determine the growth rate to lowest

order, O{e). In order to find the next order contributions to the growth rate, one has

to follow the method of Appendix C. In this Appendix, corrections to the quantities

E- are given, to which the contributions of the newly found term (10.57) should

be added. Furthermore, Appendix C prescribes how to determine the boundary

positions r± for an accurate (next order) computation of the growth rate.

A fundamental difference between the ideal m = 1 instability (and other ideal

modes) of a rotating plasma and of a static equilibrium is that the growth rate is

complex in a rotating plasma. An unstable mode has an oscillatory frequency part

which is comparable with the rotation frequency of the equilibrium plasma.

The dispersion relation will further be discussed on the basis of a restricted

set of equilibria, in which the effects of toroidal rotation, pressure anisotropy, pres-

sure differences between the particle species, and kinetic damping are retained.

The possibilities of poloidal plasma rotation and non-monotonic particle velocity

distributions will not be described.
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10.7 Growth rates from the guiding centre model

In this Section, the growth rate of the m = 1 mode in equilibria with purely toroidal

flow (/(V') = 0) will be considered, using the results of the preceding Section. Here.

we will assume Maxwellian distributions for the electrons and ions separately, in-

cluding differences between the parallel and perpendicular pressure components.

Taking four independent flux functions /i; 0 , \ie 0 , £t 0 . and ee 0 , it is easily verified

that the guiding centre distribution

with e3 given by Eq. (8.20), satisfies the equilibrium equation (8.25). Using Eqs.

(7.19-21) one finds that

n , (10.63)

where p3 — mans. Substitution of expression (10.61) in the integrals (8.28) j'ields.

after elimination of fis 0 and £g 0 by means of Eqs. (10.62) and (10.63),

r - n A-
°0,a — ~nsT)

Ps\\
(10.64)

Ps\\

C 2 n P°l

2'3 SPsPs\\ '

The coefficients C{ s m (10.32) are related to the above equilibrium coefficients C, s
by the relation

Ct,s,m = -Kt , . Z ' (*C.m) . (10.65)

where Z(() is the plasma dispersion function [39], and where

-Utj\. (10.66)
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The sign of Im( ["„, — U,) depends on whether the pole of the integrand of (10.32) is

ahove {in = 2) or below (in = ()) the real axis. E<[uation (10.CG) implies that both
Rl"(C, „) > 0 and Re( (,'„,) > 0. Subs t i tu t ion of (10.05) in expressions (10.35) yields

c V
* in

where

X =Y—J!3 . (10.GS)

The equilibrium quantities C^, defined in (8.32), can be obtained from expres-

sions (10.G7) by taking C = 0 and noting that -^Z'(O) = 1.

In order to calculate explicitly the quantities A", (10.52) and K2 (10.53), we

will now make the additional approximation that the mode velocity u,-i? and the

equilibrium rotation velocity QR are much smaller than the thermal velocities, i.e.,

p\^\2R\ p&ti1 < P x , P | | . (10.69)

In this approximation, we have £, m < 1 . The expansion of the plasma dispersion

function to powers of Q gives

We separate the Doppler shift from the mode frequency by writing

u; = Q - n , (10.70)

with Re(7) > 0 corresponding to a positive growth rate.

In the q % 1 region, Eqs. (10.52) and (10.53) now become

A', = -pi2Rl + \C[(f2 - t-y)R0} + \C[(Q 4- h)HQ] - ^2C(QR0), (10.71)

and
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A', = Px + />„ + Will + ̂ p-rnl - c[(i> - n)/?()]. (10.72,.

with C(V) given by Eqs. (10.54) and (1O.G7). In Eqs. (10.07), the only vahies of C

which occur are <,', 0 = Qa2 = -)RQJ pj2p!>Vi and Q = 0. For simplicity, we will now

consider a single ion species and neglect terms proportional to ine/ml. Expansion

to powers of 7 and i? yields

, Px 1 Pji +(E UPl

(10-73)

Rl^+Pll+P± _ i _ fii _ fii + (9(7. tf)
3 . (10.74)

P|| P|| Pe|| P(||

Comparing these expressions with the static MHD results given by Eq. (B.13).

one sees that the MHD values cannot be reobtained from Eqs.(10.73) and (10.74)

by taking i? = 0 and by equalling all pressure components. Firstly, the terms

proportional to 72 have smaller coefficients in Eqs. (10.73) and (10.74), so that

the kinetic model predicts less inertia than ideal MHD. Secondly, there are no

circumstances under which the contributions to A'j and K2 that are linear in 7 will

vanish. The O(j) term in (10.73) represents Landau damping. It is easily seen in

Eq. (10.51), or in Eqs. (10.59) and (10.60), that this term is always stabilizing. The

relation between the normalized growth rate -T^HD1 a s computed from Eq. (5.25),

and the newly found normalized growth rate F, is approximately

where 0 is the value of 2p/B2 averaged over the q = 1 surface. It is evident that the

stability boundaries, for instance in Figs. 4 and 8 in Part I of this thesis, remain
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the same. The transition at marginal stability will be less "sharp" than in the ideal

MHD case, since the new growth rate behaves as /"" ~ r^iiiy Figure 5 illustrate:-,

this. In the case of Landau damping, the growth rate will lie below the curve m the

Figure, and the tangent at marginal stability will not be vertical. For larger growth

rates, especially when fj is small, such as in Fig. 4 near c/inj[l = 1. the damping will

not be so important, though the reduction of the growth rate is still 50(X.

Finally, we will briefly discuss the effect of toroidal plasma rotation. The effect

on the growth rate of the m = 1 mode is not very large, since {} contributes to A",

only to higher order. Plasma rotation mainly contributes to the real frequency

component of the mode, via the Doppler shift, in (10.70) and via the imaginary

term in K2. Plasma rotation has a destabilizing effect, similar to the pressure

gradient-, when the radial pU2 profile is monotonic. This destabilizing effect is

due to the occurrence of Q2 terms in the generalized poloidal beta d . defined in

Eq. (8.49), and in K., (10.74).
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APPENDIX D

Derivation of parts of the energy functional

In this Appendix we will prove the self-adjointness of the energy functional 8W

given in Eq. (9.14). First we will prove that

C'{kjxB) + V>(ZJxB)}. (D.I)

is self-adjoint modulo a total derivative. We subtract V •(££*• j X B) from expres-

sion (D.I) and obtain

'[(V x SB) xB]+ C'J x SB - (S-VC)-j x B
\6B\2 -V.[6Bx(£* xB)] +j.[8BxC -Bx(

\6B\2 -V.[SBx(C*B)] + j-[(B-V£) x C -V'(ZB x C)] • (D.2)

The last term in Eq. (D.2) minus its conjugate is

x r)] - [{B.Vf) x ̂  -
(£ x C) - V'iZB x r ) + *<VB x £)

= V- [

= r(B.(xO- (D.3)

which yields a surface term up'm integration. In obtaining the fourth line of

Eq. (D.3), we have used the vector identity

abx c + bcxa + caxb = {a»bxc)l. (DA)

Secondly, we will derive the manifestly self-adjoint form of the contribution

SWp = \ fd3x fV: (SP + ZV'P)
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= -1 fd3x UP + PV.% - P-VA : vc

] (D.5)

where the last integral in the last line vanishes. We work out

6P = t>(PJ + p^bb)

using the following expressions for the perturbed quantities.

bb =

We obtain

% ] 6 . (B.6)

Substitution in Eq. (D.5) yields

~ (Pan + /

T*dP\\

(D.I)
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The term in the last line vanishes because of Eq. (7.10). The results (D.2) and (D.7)
are used in obtaining Eq. (9.14).

Next, we give the derivation of B*F in Eq. (9.17),

B.F = B'lSj x B +j x SB + V'(£j x B - SP -

= B'j xSB + B- \V' (£{j x B - V7.P))] - BV '. SP

= - SB'{j x B - V-P) + B' \V'(£(j x B - V'P))} - S(BV '. P)

= {-SB + BV-t - £'VB)'{j x B - V-P)

jxB-V-P)} -~6{BV:P)

-(V.Z){BV:P)-6(BV:P). (D.8)

The last line was obtained by using Eq. (7.27), and SB = T7 x (£ x B). For an

arbitrary quantity X we have the identity

S(B'VX) = B*V(SX) - (V-$)B'VX . (D.9)

We use this identity to write

= B-VSpn - SPmB'V logB - P^B.V6\ogB - (V.£)(BV IP).

(D.10)

Equation (9.17) can be obtained by substituting Eq. (D.10) in (9.6).
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APPENDIX E

Vector identities in toroidal symmetric geometry

The toroidal angle 4> and the distance R to the symmetry axis have the following

properties,

= - i ( VR VQ + Vo VR)
R (E.I)

= R( VR V<?-V4>VR).

The magnetic field B, which is given in Eq. (8.8), satisfies

Ve-VB =

= V x B = -KtVe + VFxV<t>, (E.3)

j x B = -=-z-Vil' + V4> V<f>-Vi< x VF- -^VF, (EA)
R2 R2

where

Next we use Eq. (8.9) to work out

U'VU = {i-B + R2nV<j>).V(l-B + R2QV<i>)

= £(jxB + \VB2-±BB.VP)

-^VR)-Q2RVR. (£.5)

It follows from the ordering in Section 8.7 that j X B = O(e2) and that B»V
O[t). With this ordering, Eq. (E.5) becomes

pU'VU = -pJfRVR + O(e).
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This expression can be used to reduce the term (B'V£ — J3\7»£;))•/?(U»VU) in

the first line of Eq. (10.3) to the following,

p - BV-£p).p(U.VU) = p(U.VUHB.VSp) + O(s)

O(e)

O(e). (E.6)

From Eq. (7.2) we see that

V.P - VP± + BB'Vf^j +^(jxB + ±VB2) . (E.6)

•p
These results were used to obtain Eq. (8.11). The equilibrium quantity Ut = -^Q

satisfies the following identities,

{E.I)

(E.8)

± - U±'Vb = -bb-VUt, (E.9)

where the all quantities have their equilibrium value. These identities have been

used repeatedly in Sections 8.6 and 10.3.
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APPENDIX F

The potential energy £,„(£,,)

In this Appendix, the details of the derivation of the self-adjoint form (10.42) of

the integral Llu given in Eq. (9.23), are presented.

First, we use the representation (8.8) of the axisymmetric magnetic field to

write the perturbed magnetic field as follows.

SB = V<p x V{Zp.VxP) - injpip - R*V4>V.{-jg£p). (F.I)

Using this expression, the second term in the integrand of L^ (9.23) can be written

(F.2)

Using the projection of Eq. (E.4) onto the poloidal plane,

( J x B ) P = - ^ ^ - ^ V 7 F , (F.3)

we can write the integrand of Lm as

- \SB\2 +jx 6B-t; - (zp-vPx)(v.z;) - (j x B
^ 2 ^ p X t; + VF. [t, V-i-jp

where the first line on the right is already in a self-adjoint form. In order to write

the other terms in (F.4) in self-adjoint form, we use the contravariant decomposi-

tion (10.39) of the vector £p in the coordinates (r, 6). These coordinates have been
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defined in Eqs. (8.38) and (8.39). With the decomposition (10.39), we derive the

following useful expressions,

d

X CP = -

X B = I?-(£

(F.5)

(F.6)

(F.I)

(F.8)

After applying Eqs. (F.3) and (F.8), the contribution of the last term in Eq. (F.4)

to the energy can be written as

The last term in the integrand of (F.9) yields a vanishing surface contribution

upon integration. The perturbed magnetic field (F.I) can also be written in the

contravariant form (10.41). From that expression, the following expression for \8B\2

is easily derived.

After adding and subtracting the term

becomes

Vpx'V<f> X V(—r), the integral Lm

- I l l - * / .

d
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( F 1 0 )

We observe that both the second and the last term in the integrand contain the

radial derivative of the ^-profile. Contributions quadratic in (l/<?)' cancel. This can

be seen by substituting expression (8.41) for A*V' in Eq. (F.10).

In Eq. (F.10), only the third term, which is proportional to j X B — Vpx, is

not yet in self-adjoint form. This is easily accomplished by evaluating

After all these steps, the energy functional L1U takes the form '10.42).

and observing that the vectors e - = ~.p.. — -^4- obey the symmetry relation ei • = e • .
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Samenvatting

Algemene Inleiding

Do energiebron die beschikbaar komt, wanneer beheerste kernfusie van deuterium

(D) en tritium (T) technisch en economisch haalbaar wordt, is vrijwel onuitput-

telijk, en vergelijkbaar met de energie die ligt opgeslagen in winbaar uranium-

erts, wanneer dit in snelle kweekreactoren wordt gebruikt. Het onderzoek naar

de energieproduktie door middel van beheerste! kernfusie als energiebron voor de

toekomst wordt gekenmerkt dooreen grote mate van internationale samenwerking.

Netto energieproduktie uit fusiereacties vindt pas plaats wanneer het D-T mengsel

wordt verhit tot een hoge temperatuur (meer dan 108 K) en voldoende lang bijeen

wordt gehouden bij een voldoende hoge dichtheid. Het meest succesvolle concept,

tot nu toe is de op magnetische opsluiting gebaseerde tokamak.

Het werk in dit proefschrift betreft stabiliteitsproblemen in tokamak experi-

menten. In een tokamak wordt een zeer heet, plasma (107-108 K) bijeen gehouden

door middel van sterke magnetische velden en een sterke stroom. Vaak treden in

een tokamakplasma snelle relaxaties op van de hete kern van het plasma, die niet

goed begrepen worden. In deel I van dit proefschrift worden deze instabiliteitcn

beschreven met een vloeistofmodel van het plasma, terwijl in deel II ook niet-

termische plasmas worden beschreven, dooreen gedeeltelijk kinetische beschrijving

van de deeltjes in het plasma toe te passen. Omdat de stabiliteit van het centrale

deel van het plasma sterk kan afhangen van details van de stroomverdeling, moest

er een methode gevonden worden om willekeurige stroomverdelingen te kunnen

behandelen

In een tokamak wordt een heet ringvormig plasma opgesloten door middel van

sterke toroidale magnetische velden gecombineerd met een stroom die rondloopt

door het plasma. De plasmastroom verhit het plasma door middel van ohmse dis-

sipatie en veroorzaakt een poloidaal magnetisch veld. De magnetische veldlijnen
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circuleren dus zowel toroidaal als poloidaal rond dr torus. In een axi symmetrische

configuratie vult een willekeurige veldlijn een heel o])pervlak. In het plasma liggen

de veldlijnen daarom op een verzameling elkaar omsluitende toroidale fluxopper-

vlakken.

Omdat in een sterk magnetisch veld geladen deeltjes bij benadering rond

dezelfde veldlijnen blijven gyreren, zullen transportproces.sen langs veldlijnen veel

sneller verlopen dan loodrecht erop. Grootheden als de dichtheid en de temper-

atuur zijn daarom bij benadering fluxfuncties.

Deel I van het proefschrift.

In Deel I van dit proefschrift wordt een magnetohydrodynamische (MHD) beschrij-

ving van de interne m — 1, n = 1 kink instabiliteit in tokamakplasma's gegeven.

Deze mode is resonant op het q — 1 oppervlak. Hier zijn m en n de poloidale

en toroidale golfgetallen van de mode. De grootheid q is op elk fluxoppervlak

gedefinieerd als het aantal toroidale omwentelingen dat een veldlijn maakt bij één

poloidale rondgang, en hangt af van het stroomprofiel. De waarden m = n = 1 zijn

in een torus bijzonder, omdat ze bij benadering een starre verplaatsing van het

centrale plasma representeren. Dit vergt vrijwel geen magnetische energie. Iedere

andere combinatie van mode getallen geeft een helische vervorming of uitrekking,

zoals ook in een cylindrisch model zou optreden.

In Hoofdstuk 2 worden axisyminetrische evenwichten beschreven waarin de

druk veel kleiner is dan de magnetische druk. Er worden kromlijnige fluxcoördinaten

gedefinieerd waarin de veldlijnen recht zijn. De evenwichtsgrootheden worden on-

twikkeld naar machten van £, de verhouding tussen kleine en grote straal van de

torus. In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt de MHD energie van ideale m = 1 verstoring van het

plasma gegeven. Door de variatie van deze energie gelijk aan nul te stellen wordt

een zuivere mode gevonden. Dit wordt per orde in e gedaan.

In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt het plasma verdeeld in gebieden waar verschillende e-

ordeningen voor q — 1 gelden, om de stabiliteit van evenwichten met een breed

q f» 1 gebied te kunnen behandelen. Deze aanpak is een essentiële uitbreiding van

eerdere berekeningen, die berusten op de aanwezigheid van een dunne, singuliere

laag. In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt met deze aanpak een impliciete vergelijking voor de

groeisnelheid van de ideale m = 1 mode afgeleid.

In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt deze dispersierelatie opgelost met behulp van een-

voudige numerieke integraties. Een aantal voorbeelden laat zien dat de groei-
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snelheid gevoelig afhangt van q in do huurt van q = 1. De grooisnolheid neemt toe

naarmate q — 1 kleiner wordt in een groter gebied. De stabiliteitsgrenzen worden

bepaald door de globale stroom- en drukprofielen in het centrale plasma. Hogere

drukgradiënten zijn altijd destabiliserend. Bij vergelijkbare q = 1 oppervlakken,

is een evenwicht met q > 1 op de magnetische as instabieler dan een evenwicht

met q(0) < 1. In het eerste geval is de m = 1 mode bij iedere druk instabiel, in

het tweede geval treedt instabiliteit aleen op wanneer de druk een bepaalde drem-

pelwaarde overschrijdt. In het laatste geval kan de instabiliteit een afwijkende

beweging geven: gelocaliseerd in het q = 1-gebied, waar de drukgradient de mode*

aandrijft, en het centrum vermijdend, omdat de stroom daar stabiliserend werkt.

Deel II van het proefschrift.

Deel I van dit proefschrift ging uit van de ideale MHD vergelijkingen met een

adiabatische toestandsvergelijking. Deel II behandelt de m = 1 instabiliteit in

een veel uitgebreidere verzameling evenwichten. Het evenwichtsplasma mag sta-

tionair roteren, met zowel poloidale als toroidale snelheidscomponenten. De druk

mag anisotroop zijn. Zowel de rotatie als de ariisotropie hebben tot gevolg dat

de dichtheid en de druk niet langer fluxfuncties zijn. Ztilke evc-nwichten kunnen

voorkomen tijdens intense verhitting met neutrale bundels of radiofrequente gol-

ven.

In Hoofdstuk 7 wordt een zo algemeen mogelijke verzameling van één-vloeistof

theorieën met anisotrope druk gedefinieerd. Een relatie tussen de toestandsvergeli-

jkingen voor de parallelle en loodrechte druk garandeerd het bestaan van een

energieprincipe. Tevens wordt het verband met het botsingsloze kinetische model

voor gyratiecentra aangegeven. Voor zowel Hoofdstuk 8 (evenwicht) als Hoofd-

stukken 9 en 10 (instabiliteit) geldt, dat alle berekeningen zo ver als mogelijk

zijn uitgevoerd met één-vloeistof vergelijkingen, zonder toestandsvergelijkingen te

specificeren. Alle berekeningen waarbij grootheden in verschillende ordes in e

meegenomen moeten worden zijn hetzelfde in ideale MHD. Dit betekent dat voor

veel stappen naar de Hoofdstukken 2-5 in Deel I verwezen kan worden. Pas na-

dat de meeste algebra is uitgevoerd, wordt besloten om buiten het één-vloeistof

model te stappen, door de kinetische vergelijkingen toe te passen daar waar de

toestandsvergelijkingen oorspronkelijk nodig waren. Dit is mogelijk omdat slechts

een laagste orde kinetische berekening nodig is.
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In hoofdstuk 10 wordt, de dispersierelatie gegeven. Deze is toepasbaar op

zeer uiteenlopende evenwichten, bijvoorbeeld met niet-thermische deeltjespopu-

laties. Toepassing van deze dispersierelatie op een klasse van zeer eenvoudige

eveiiwichtsverdelingen leert dat de groeisnelheid veel kleiner is dan in de ideale

MHD benadering als gevolg van Landaudemping, hoewel de stabiliteitsgrenzen

ongewijzigd zijn.
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